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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern technical systems are largely driven by embedded software. These systems are of-
ten called mechatronic systems. The development of such systems poses challenges for all
disciplines that are involved. As mechatronic systems are often employed in safety-critical
scenarios, ensuring their safety is a crucial task.

Previously, most of the embedded software for technical systems was controller software,
consisting of continuous controllers that influence the dynamics of the physical parts of the
system. Using sensor data as input, these controllers calculate output values for actuators.
Today, mechatronic systems are increasingly interdependent and different systems influence
each other. Furthermore, systems are often networked and directly communicate with each
other using discrete, message-based communication protocols, e.g. using wireless connec-
tions. Thus, the behavior of a controller increasingly depends on the behavior of other con-
trollers.

MATLAB1 (with its toolboxes Simulink and Stateflow) and Dymola2 (based upon the open-
source language Modelica) are the de-facto industry standards for the development of contin-
uous controller software. In general, these tools can be used to develop software for com-
plex mechatronic systems. However, they do not provide appropriate means for modeling
the discrete, state-based behavior and communication mentioned above. Especially, they lack
support for asynchronous message exchange and complex real-time constraints encompass-
ing several states and transitions [GH06]. Although such behavior can be manually imple-
mented in the tools (e.g., using Embedded MATLAB Functions), this is a time-consuming
and error-prone task.

Moreover, just simulating the behavior will not guarantee freedom of bugs, which is im-
portant especially for safety-critical systems. Thus, we want to apply formal verification tech-
niques as in the Simulink Design Verifier, which enables to guarantee freedom of bugs by con-
sidering all possible simulation runs. However, the manual implementation makes this veri-
fication infeasible, as the number of simulation runs explodes due to the complex semantics
hidden in the manual implementation.

Consequently, such a discrete communication requires a novel discrete software specifica-
tion technique. For this purpose, we developed MECHATRONICUML [GTB+03, BBB+12,

1MATLAB website at http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/index.html
2Dymola website at http://www.3ds.com/products/catia/portfolio/dymola
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

EHH+13]. MECHATRONICUML is a model-driven design method for embedded software,
well-suited for highly networked systems of systems. It is accompanied with a corresponding
modeling language which combines a component-based approach [Szy98] with state-based
behavioral specifications [Gro10b, AD94]. MECHATRONICUML is implemented in the Fu-
jaba Realtime Tool Suite3.

Most important, MECHATRONICUML offers formal verification for safety properties.
MECHATRONICUML strictly decouples the discrete, state-based behavior from continuous
controller behavior. This allows to efficiently verify safety properties. To also consider con-
tinuous behavior properties in the verification, we use assumptions on the continuous behavior,
which is guaranteed by extensive manual simulations.

However, after verifying the behavior in MECHATRONICUML, we have to do a holistic sim-
ulation that includes all software specifications: the discrete MECHATRONICUML specifica-
tion as well as the continuous controller specification. Also the target code generation requires
to integrate both specifications into a holistic one. Our approach is to use MATLAB/Simulink
and Stateflow to perform such a holistic simulation and code generation. To achieve this,
we translate MECHATRONICUML models to MATLAB/Simulink and Stateflow, where they
can be combined with the MATLAB/Simulink controller specifications [HPR+12]. We argue
informally why the translation retains the semantics of MECHATRONICUML also in MAT-
LAB/Simulink and Stateflow; this is important because the verification results of MECHA-
TRONICUML must also hold for the generated target code.

We implemented this translation from MECHATRONICUML to MATLAB by transforming
the different elements of MECHATRONICUML to counterparts in MATLAB. To do so, we
developed a tool chain that uses a Triple-Graph-Grammar-based model-to-model transforma-
tion [Sch95] and a model-to-text transformation using Xpand. MECHATRONICUML and the
translation tools are available as open-source tools, most of them licensed under the terms of
the EPL4.

The purpose of this document if two-fold: First, the paper describes the principles of the
translation to allow a general comprehension of the technique. Second, it serves as a technical
reference of the implementation of the transformation, targeted towards engineers who want
to use, modify and/or extend this transformation.

We explain the technique using a system of two cooperating but autonomous table-tennis
robots5 as example (see Fig. 1.1). The two robots, called Ping and Pong, bat a ball between
each other. In the absence of any image recognition system, they completely rely on prediction
data they calculate from measuring the hitting point and velocity of the ball on their rackets.
This prediction data is exchanged between the two robots using message-based communica-

3Fujaba is open-source software and can be downloaded at https://trac.cs.upb.de/
mechatronicuml.

4License agreement available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html. For details on
the licenses and copyright owners of the different tools we refer to the installation website at http://www.
cs.uni-paderborn.de/index.php?id=muml-simulation

5In this paper, we use a simplified version to improve comprehensibility. Teichrieb et al. [TJD+12] and Dziwok
et al. [DJS+13] give further details on the development of this system.

https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml
https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml
http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
http://www.cs.uni-paderborn.de/index.php?id=muml-simulation
http://www.cs.uni-paderborn.de/index.php?id=muml-simulation
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Figure 1.1: Cooperating table-tennis robots (from [TJD+12])

tion over standard network infrastructure, e.g., an Ethernet bus. Therefore, such a system has
both discrete (like message-based communication and event-driven transitions) and continu-
ous behavior (like control strategies and trajectories). As explained, the discrete behavior is
developed using MECHATRONICUML and then translated to MATLAB/Simulink and State-
flow, where it is combined with the continuous behavior specification to perform a holistic
simulation.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. In Chap. 2, we explain the founda-
tions that are necessary to understand this paper. Chapter 3 describes the principles of the
transformation. The technical details about the implementation of the different steps of the
transformation process are presented in Chap. 4. After discussing related work in Chap. 5, we
conclude this report in Chap. 6.





Chapter 2

Foundations

In this chapter, we introduce the foundations of this paper. Since we provide a model
transformation of MECHATRONICUML models to MATLAB/Simulink and Stateflow, we
first introduce MECHATRONICUML in Sect. 2.1 before providing a brief overview of MAT-
LAB/Simulink and Stateflow in Sect. 2.2. Finally, we give an overview of triple graph gram-
mars (TGGs) in Sect. 2.3 that are used for implementing the transformation.

2.1 MechatronicUML

MECHATRONICUML [BBB+12] is a model-driven design method for software of embedded
real-time systems that adapts concepts of the UML [Gro10b] to the domain of embedded real-
time systems. It follows the component-based approach [Szy98], i.e., the software architecture
is defined by a component model. MECHATRONICUML distinguishes between component
types and component instances. We instantiate component types introduced in Sect. 2.1.1 in a
component instance configuration that defines a concrete system architecture as described in
Sect. 2.1.2. For the remainder of this document, we will refer to component types simply as
components. The behavior of the components is specified by so-called Real-Time Statecharts,
which are a combination of UML state machines [Gro10b] and timed automata [AD94]. We
introduce Real-Time Statecharts in Sect. 2.1.3.

In this paper, we only provide a brief overview of MECHATRONICUML. For a complete
introduction to MECHATRONICUML, we refer to the MECHATRONICUML language specifi-
cation [BBB+12].

2.1.1 Components

A component represents a software entity with high cohesion and clearly defined interfaces
that it exposes via its ports. The component encapsulates its inner structure and behavior, i.e.,
the internals of a component may not be accessed directly by other components [Gro10b].

MECHATRONICUML distinguishes between atomic components and structured compo-
nents. An atomic component (cf. Sect. 2.1.1.1) contains a behavior specification while a
structured component (cf. Sect. 2.1.1.2) is assembled from other components.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. FOUNDATIONS

2.1.1.1 Atomic Component

Atomic components form the lowest level of the MECHATRONICUML component model.
They directly contain a behavior specification. Depending on the kind of behavior specifi-
cation, we distinguish between discrete atomic components and continuous atomic compo-
nents. A discrete atomic component contains a stateful behavior specification by means of
a Real-Time Statechart (cf. Sect. 2.1.3). A continuous atomic component contains a behav-
ior specification by means of differential equations. In MECHATRONICUML, we only spec-
ify the interface of a continuous atomic component while the behavior is directly specified in
MATLAB/Simulink (cf. Sect. 2.2).

The interface of a component is specified by a set of named, directed ports. At runtime,
a component may only be accessed via its ports. Based on the direction, we distinguish in-
ports, out-ports, and in/out-ports. Information enters the component at an in-port, at an out-
port information leaves the component. At in/out-ports, both is possible.

In addition, we distinguish three kinds of ports: discrete ports, continuous ports, and hybrid
ports. Discrete ports are used for interaction of discrete components. They specify a message-
based communication protocol which is specified by means of a Real-Time Statechart. Dis-
crete ports can be in-ports, out-port, and in/out-ports. The message types that may be sent or
received by the discrete port are formally defined by message types defining the name and pa-
rameters of a message. Continuous ports are used for interaction of continuous components.
They emit (out-port) or receive (in-port) a signal value which “is a time varying quantity that
has values at all points in time”1 and a data type. Finally, hybrid ports are used for interaction
of discrete components and continuous components. They may only be used for discrete com-
ponents and are connected to a continuous port of a continuous component. Like a continuous
port, a hybrid port emits (out-port) or receives (in-port) a signal value. In addition, it specifies
a sample interval that defines in what time intervals the value of the hybrid port changes.

    Ping ping

switch

Figure 2.1: Atomic component Ping

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a discrete atomic component named Ping. The component
has two ports: a discrete in/out-port named ping and a hybrid in-port named switch. The port
ping implements the communication protocol for the interaction of the two robots. The hybrid
port switch receives a signal from the on/off switch of the hardware which initiates the play.
The signal is of type boolean.

1http://www.mathworks.de/de/help/simulink/ug/signal-basics.html

http://www.mathworks.de/de/help/simulink/ug/signal-basics.html


2.1. MECHATRONICUML 7

In MECHATRONICUML, ports specify a cardinality defining a lower and an upper
bound [EHH+13]. The cardinality defines how many instances of the port each instance of
the component needs to have at least (lower bound) and at most (upper bound). For an up-
per bound greater 1, we call it a multiport, otherwise we call it a singleport. If the lower
bound is 0, we call a port optional because it may not be instantiated in every instance of the
component.

2.1.1.2 Structured Component

A structured component is assembled by embedding other components (either atomic or struc-
tured). It has no own behavior specification, i.e., the behavior of a structured component is
defined by the concurrent execution of the embedded components.

A structured component embeds other components by means of named component
parts [Gro10b]. A component part refers to a component and specifies a cardinality with a
lower and an upper bound. The cardinality defines the minimum number and the maximum
number of component instances that may be created out of the part in an instance of the struc-
tured component.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a structured component named PingPongSystem. The
PingPongSystem embeds two component parts ping and pong. The component part ping is
typed over the component Ping (cf. Fig. 2.1), while pong is typed over the component Pong.

  ping : Ping [1]

ping pong

  pong : Pong [1]
switch

 PingPongSystem

switch

Figure 2.2: Structured component PingPongSystem

Structured components define a set of named ports like an atomic component. In contrast to
atomic components, we only allow using discrete and continuous ports at structured compo-
nents. They are specified as ports of an atomic component except that discrete ports of a struc-
tured component define no behavior specification in terms of a Real-Time Statechart. The rea-
son is that a structured component does not implement its ports by itself because it has no own
behavior specification. Instead, the ports of a structured component are delegated to ports of
the component parts by using delegation connectors. Delegation connectors may only connect
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ports if they are compatible, i.e., in-ports may only be connected to in-port, out-ports to out-
ports, and in/out-ports to in/out-ports. In addition, the data type or the set of sent and received
messages need to be the same for continuous and hybrid or discrete ports, respectively.

In the example in Fig. 2.2, we use one delegation connector. It delegates the continuous
port switch of PingPongSystem to the hybrid port switch of the component part ping : Ping.

In addition to delegations, structured components support assembly connectors. An assem-
bly connector connects ports of component parts such that the instances of the parts can in-
teract during runtime. Ports may only be connected by an assembly if they are compatible,
i.e., in-ports need to be connected to out-ports and vice versa while in/out-ports may only be
connected to in/out-ports. In addition, continuous and hybrid ports need to specify the same
data type. For discrete ports, the out-port needs to specify the same messages as the in-port.
For an in/out-port, one port needs to specify the same sent messages that the other port has as
received messages and vice versa.

In Fig. 2.2, we used an assembly connector for connecting the port ping of ping : Ping
to the port pong of pong : Pong. The assembly defines that the instances of the parts may
communication at runtime for coordinating the play.

On the type level, we allow that a port has several delegation or assembly connectors. On
the instance level, each port instance only has one delegation instance or assembly instance. If
we specify more than one delegation or assembly connector, we may choose which connection
to use in an instance of the structured component.

2.1.2 Component Instance Configurations

In order to assemble the software of a concrete system, we instantiate the components in a
component instance configuration. Upon instatiation, we determine the variable parts of a
component. For an atomic component, we determine the number of instances for each port.
For a structured component, we determine the number of instance for each port and for each
component part.

Figure 2.3 shows a component instance configuration with one instance named system of
the PingPongSystem component of Fig. 2.2. The structured component instance embeds two
component instances named robot1 and robot2. robot1 is of type Ping and has been instan-
tiated for the component part ping. robot2 is of type Pong and has been instantiated for the
component part pong.

In addition, we create delegation instances and assembly instances connecting the port in-
stances in a component instance configuration. We may only create a delegation instance be-
tween two port instances if a delegation connector exists between the corresponding ports in
the structured component. Analogously, we may only create an assembly instance between
two port instances if an assembly connector exists between the corresponding ports in the
structured component. For each port instance, we need to specify exactly one assembly in-
stance or exactly one delegation instance. An exception are ports of a structured component
instance like switch in Fig. 2.3. The port instance switch may have one delegation to an em-
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  robot1 / ping : Ping

:ping :pong

  robot2 / pong : Pong
:switch

 system : PingPongSystem

:switch

Figure 2.3: Component instance configuration

bedded component instance, but it may also have a delegation or assembly if the system is
embedded in another component.

2.1.3 Real-Time Statecharts

Real-time Statecharts are used for defining state-based behavior for atomic components and
their ports. They combine the features of hierarchical UML state machines [Gro10b] and
timed automata [AD94, BY03]. In the following sections, we briefly introduce the main fea-
tures of Real-Time Statecharts including their semantics. For a detailed description of the
semantics, we refer to [BBB+12].

2.1.3.1 States

A Real-Time Statechart contains a set of named states. Each state represents a certain situation
that the system resides in. The state is active as long as this situation is true, otherwise it is
inactive. Fig. 2 a) shows an example of a state named SimpleState1.

Final StateInitial State

a) b) c)

SimpleState1

         c1 < 15, c2 <= 20

entry / {reset: c0} {action1}

do / {action2} [5;10]

exit / {action3} {reset: c1,c2}

Figure 2.4: A State of a Real-Time Statechart [BBB+12]
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In addition to normal states, a Real-Time Statechart contains exactly one initial state (cf.
Fig. 2.4 b)) and arbitrary many final states (cf. Fig. 2.4 c)). If a Real-Time Statechart is
executed, the execution always starts in the initial state. If a final state is entered, the operations
of the Real-Time Statechart are finished. Consequently, a final state cannot be left once it has
been entered. An initial state can be visited arbitrarily often during the execution of the Real-
Time Statechart.

A state may define an invariant condition which we introduce in Sect. 2.1.3.4. In addition,
a state may specify state actions. MECHATRONICUML supports entry-, do-, and exit-actions
(cf. Fig. 2.4). The entry-action is executed once if the state becomes active. Analogously, the
exit-action is executed once if the state becomes inactive and is left. A do-action is executed
periodically while a state is active. The period for execution is specified in square brackets as
shown in Fig. 2.4 using a lower and an upper bound. In the example in Fig. 2.4, the do-action
is executed every 5 to 10 time units. All three actions are specified using the action language
that we introduce in Sect. 2.1.3.6.

2.1.3.2 Transitions

Transitions are used for switching between states of a Real-Time Statechart. A transition has
a source state, a target state, an enabling condition, and a transition action. A transition is
enabled if the enabling condition is fulfilled. If a transition is enabled, then it fires and the
Real-Time Statechart switches from the source to the target state.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the elements that may be used at transitions of a Real-Time Statechart.
The "/" separates the enabling condition, which is placed before the "/", from the transition
action. All elements are optional.

State1 State2

[c1<=10] [i<5] msg1 ch1? 

/  {i++;} m2(i) {reset: c0}

clock 

constraint guard

receiver 

message

synchronization with 

sync expression

sender

message with 

send parameter

action clock

resets
relative Deadline

absolute Deadlines

[3; 10]

c1 ∈ [5;15] 

1

priority

Figure 2.5: Concrete Syntax of Transitions [BBB+12]

The enabling condition consists of a guard condition, a clock constraint, a receiver mes-
sage, and a synchronization. The guard condition is a boolean condition using variables (cf.
Sect. 2.8), but not clocks (cf. Sect. 2.7) and operations (cf. Sect. 2.8) of the Real-Time State-
chart. It needs to evaluate to true for enabling the transition. The same holds for the time guard
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which we introduce in Sect. 2.7. In addition, the receiver message needs to be available and
the synchronization needs to be possible in order to enable the transition. We introduce asyn-
chronous communication via message in more detail in Sect. 2.1.3.7 and synchronizations in
Sect. 2.1.3.8.

If the transition fires, the transition action is executed. The transition action consists of an
action, a sender message, and clock resets. The action is specified using the action language
(cf. Sect. 2.1.3.6). It may modify variables of the Real-Time Statechart and call operations.
Sender messages may only be specified for Real-Time Statecharts of ports. They cause the
message to be sent via the port to the communication partner. Clock resets set clocks back to
zero (cf. Sect. 2.1.3.4).

Transitions may define a priority. If a state has more than one outgoing transition, a transi-
tion is only enabled if it has the highest priority among all outgoing transitions whose enabling
condition evaluates to true. In Real-Time Statecharts, a higher number indicates a higher pri-
ority. In the concrete syntax, the priorities are visualized within a circle placed at the source
of the transition as shown in Fig. 2.5.

In addition, a transition defines a set of deadlines that define a point in time where the
execution of the transition needs to be finished. We introduce deadlines in more detail in
Sect. 2.1.3.4.

2.1.3.3 Regions

The states of a Real-Time Statechart can embed other Real-Time Statecharts by using regions.
A state embeds a set of regions while each region contains one Real-Time Statechart. That en-
ables to specify hierarchical Real-Time Statecharts comparable to hierarchical UML statema-
chines [Gro10b]. States that embed regions are called composite states. The Real-Time Stat-
echarts in all regions of a composite state are active if and only if a composite state is active.

CompositeState1

         

S1 S2

region1

region2

S1 S2

1

2

Figure 2.6: Embedding Regions in a Composite State
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Figure 2.6 shows an example of a composite state with name CompositeState1. It embeds
two regions region1 and region2, each of which embeds a Real-Time Statechart. If Compos-
iteState1 is active, then exactly one state of each embedded Real-Time Statechart is active.

Since regions embed Real-Time Statecharts, they may define own clocks (cf. Sect. 2.1.3.4)
as well as variables and operations (cf. Sect. 2.1.3.5).

In addition, each region defines a priority. The priorities define in which order the embedded
Real-Time Statecharts of a composite state are executed. As for transitions, higher numbers
indicate higher priorities. In our concrete syntax, the region priorities are visualized in the
upper right corner of the region as a circle containing the priority.

In Fig. 2.6, region1 has priority 1 and region2 has priority 2. Thus, the Real-Time Statechart
in region2 is executed before the Real-Time Statechart in region1. That means, if both Real-
Time Statechart have an enabled transition, the transition in region2 fires first. In the Real-
Time Statechart of region2, the transitions are executed with respect to their transition priori-
ties (cf. Sect. 2.1.3.2). Since the execution of a transition in region2 may change variables of
the parent Real-Time Statechart, the execution of such transition may disable a transition in
region1 if the transition in region1 depends on that variable in its enabling condition.

2.1.3.4 Clock Concept

Real-time statecharts support using named clocks as in timed automata [AD94, BY03] for
modeling time-dependent behavior. Clocks are real-valued variables whose values increase
continuously and synchronously at the same rate. Real-Time Statecharts may use clocks in
invariants, time guards, clock resets, and deadlines as shown in Fig. 2.7.

Statechart1 clock c1

A

c1 ≤ 200

entry/ {reset: c1;}

B
[c1 ≥ 100] /

{reset: c1;}

time guard

invariant

clock reset

clock declaration

[10;20] 

c1 Î [150;210] 

absolute 

deadline

relative 

deadline

Figure 2.7: Using Clocks in a Real-Time Statechart

An invariant is contained in a state of the Real-Time Statechart. The Real-Time Statechart
may only remain in a state with an invariant as long as the condition imposed by the invariant
remains true. In Fig. 2.7, the Real-Time Statechart may only remain in state A as long as
clock c1 is smaller than 200. A time guard restricts the firing of a transition to a certain time
interval. The transition from A to B in Fig. 2.7 is only enabled if the value of c1 is greater or
equal to 100. Clocks may be reset to zero using clock resets. A clock reset may be used in
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entry-actions and exit-actions of a state as well as part of the transition action. The Real-Time
Statechart in Fig. 2.7 contains two clock resets. The first one is performed in the entry-action
of state A. The second clock reset is performed while firing the transition from A to B.

In addition, a transition may define a relative deadline and a set of absolute deadlines. A
deadline defines an interval when the transition finished its firing. For a relative deadline, that
interval is specified with respect to the point in time where the firing started. In Fig. 2.7, the
relative deadline defines that the firing of the transition from A to B is finished 10 time units
at the earliest and 20 time units at the latest after the firing of the transition started. For an
absolute deadline, the interval is specified with respect to the value of a clock. In Fig. 2.7,
the absolute deadline specifies that the clock c1 will have a value between 150 and 210 when
the firing is finished. As a consequence, that means that firing a transition consumes time
in MECHATRONICUML while timed automata fire transitions in zero time [BY03]. In the
example, the deadlines enforce that the transition may only be fired in the interval 140 ≤ c1
≤ 200 in order to fulfill all timing constraint and deadlines. If the transition was fired in the
interval 100 ≤ c1 < 140, then the firing would be finished before the lower bound of the
deadline.

2.1.3.5 Variables and Operations

Real-Time Statecharts allow for defining variables and operations. A variable has a name
and a data type. Its scope is limited to the Real-Time Statechart that declares it including
all recursively embedded Real-Time Statecharts. Variables may be used within the action
language as described in Sect. 2.1.3.6. Operations specify an imperative behavior and may
be called within state and transition actions of a Real-Time Statechart. An operation has an
ordered set of typed parameters and a return type.

Statechart1 var boolean v1

op boolean checkValues(int i1, int i2)

A

entry/ {v1 := 

checkValues(2,3);}

B
[v1 = true] /

{v1 := false;}

variable declaration

operation call 

in variable 

assignment

variable assignment

operation declaration

variable condition 

in guard

Figure 2.8: Variables and Operations

Fig. 2.8 shows an example of using variables and operations. The Real-Time Statechart
declares a variable v1 of type boolean and an operation checkValue. The variable is compared
to a constant in the guard condition of the transition. In addition, the transition action assigns
a new value to the variable.
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The operation checkValue has a return type boolean and two parameters of type int. It is
called in the entry-action of state A. The entry-action assigns the return value of the operation
call to the variable v1.

2.1.3.6 Action Language

MECHATRONICUML defines an action language that enables the textual specification of
imperative behavior. It supports the basic features of an imperative programming lan-
guage including assignments, comparisons, boolean and arithmetic operations, loops, and if-
statements. We use the action language for defining transition guards and actions. We refer to
Becker et al. [BBB+12] for a complete definition of the grammar.

2.1.3.7 Asynchronous Communication

The component instances in a component instance configuration (cf. Sect. 2.1.2) interact by
exchanging asynchronous messages that are sent and received by the discrete port instances.
Consequently, these messages need to be produced and consumed in the Real-Time Statecharts
of the ports. In a Real-Time Statechart, asynchronous messages may only be sent or received
while firing a transition. If a message is received, we call it a trigger message. If a message is
sent, we call it a raised message.

Each port of a component defines a set of message types that define the name and parameters
of messages that may be sent or received by this port. In the Real-Time Statechart of a port,
only messages that are typed over one of the message types defined by the port may be used.
In addition, each port defines a message buffer that stores incoming messages until they are
consumed by the Real-Time Statechart.

Statechart1 var int v1

B
msgA /

{v1 := msgA.param1;}

msgB(5, true)

trigger message

raised message

A

Figure 2.9: Modeling Asynchronous Communication

Figure 2.9 illustrates the usage of asynchronous messages in a Real-Time Statechart. The
message msgA is the trigger message of the transition from A to B. The message msgA needs
to be available in the message buffer of the port for firing the transition. The parameters of
msgA may be processed in the transition action. In Fig. 2.9, the value of the parameter param1
of msgA is assigned to the variable v1 of Statechart1. The message msgB is a raised message
that is sent by the Real-Time Statechart when the transition from A to B is fired. Raised
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messages are sent immediately. For a raised message, the developer needs to provide concrete
values for the parameters of the message. In Fig. 2.9, the values 5 and true are used. The
number and order of provided values must match the list of parameters that is defined for the
corresponding message type.

2.1.3.8 Synchronizations

Synchronizations are used for specifying synchronous communication between regions in a
composite state. A composite state may define a set of named synchronization channels. Then,
transitions of the embedded Real-Time Statecharts may specify synchronizations over these
synchronization channels where transition may either initiate or receive the synchronization.

CompositeState1

         

S1 S2

region1

region2

syncA! /

S3 S4
syncA? /

1

2

ch: syncA;

Figure 2.10: Modeling Synchronous Communication

In Fig. 2.10, the composite state CompositeState1 defines a synchronization channel syncA.
The transition from s1 to s2 in region1 initiates a synchronization over syncA with is denoted
by the exclamation mark. The transition from s3 to s4 in region2 receives the synchronization.

Synchronizations are part of the enabling condition of a transition. If a transition initiates
a synchronization over a synchronization channel, then it is only enabled if there exists at
least one transition that receives the synchronization. Analogously, if a transition receives a
synchronization over a synchronization channel, then it is only enabled if there exists at least
one transition that initiates the synchronization.

If two transitions synchronizing over the same synchronization channel are enabled, they
fire simultaneously and their transition actions are executed. The transition action of the ini-
tiator is always executed completely before the execution of the transition action of the re-
ceiver begins. In each synchronization, only one initiator and one receiver participate. If sev-
eral combinations of sending and receiving transitions are possible, one is chosen based on the
region priorities (cf. [BBB+12]).
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2.1.3.9 Structure of Real-Time Statecharts of Atomic Components

The Real-Time Statechart of an atomic component has a fixed, predefined structure. It consists
of exactly one hierarchical state with several regions as shown in Fig. 2.11. For an atomic
component Ping, the state is usually named Ping_Main.

Ping_Main

ping

InternalBehavior1

a) Atomic Component Navigation b) Component Behavior Specification 

for Navigation

    Ping ping

switch

Figure 2.11: Structure of the Real-Time Statechart of an Atomic Component

Inside Ping_Main, we have one region for each discrete port of the atomic component.
That region has the same name as the port and contains the Real-Time Statechart defining the
port behavior. In Fig. 2.11, we have a region ping in Ping_Main that contains the Real-Time
Statechart of port ping.

In addition, the developer may specify one or more additional regions with Real-Time Stat-
echarts defining internal behavior of the atomic component. In Fig. 2.11, we have one such
Real-Time Statechart in region InternalBehavior1.

We do not specify Real-Time Statecharts for hybrid ports. A hybrid port is treated like
a variable inside the Real-Time Statechart of the component. The port switch of Ping (cf.
Fig. 2.11) can be used like a variable of name switch inside the Real-Time Statechart. For a
hybrid in-port, the variable is read-only. For a hybrid out-port, the variable is write-only, i.e.,
it may only appear in the left-hand side of an assignment.

2.2 MATLAB/Simulink and Stateflow

MATLAB is an environment for numerical computation and visualization developed by the
MathWorks Company. It can be extended by toolboxes such as Simulink and Stateflow, which
allow to model and simulate mechatronic systems.2

The Simulink Toolbox is an extension for the MATLAB environment to model and simu-
late mechatronic systems. A Simulink model consists of blocks that are connected via lines.
The behavior of the individual blocks as well as their connections with each other define the

2A detailed description of MATLAB/Simulink and Stateflow is available at http://www.mathworks.
com/help/index.html

http://www.mathworks.com/help/index.html
http://www.mathworks.com/help/index.html
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behavior of the system. Simulink itself provides a set of basic blocks, e.g. clocks or delays,
but also more complex blocks, e.g. for mathematical computation or user defined functions.
Blocks can be structured hierarchically by using subsystems. Each subsystem provides a set
of inputs and outputs and contains an arbitrary number of other subsystems and basic blocks.

A model can be split into multiple files, such that a block residing in one file can be refer-
enced from within another file. A file that only contains referenced blocks is called a library
and can not be simulated. This library mechanism can be used to create a basic type system.

The Stateflow toolbox is an extension to Simulink. It is used to model state-based behavior
of a system via state charts. A chart consists of states that are connected by transitions. States
are activated and deactivated while the simulation is running. In the beginning, an initial state
is active. In every step of the simulation, all outgoing transitions of the current active state
are checked whether one of them can be fired. If a transitions fires, the current active state
is deactivated and the target state of the transition is activated. A state may contain certain
actions which are executed at specific points in the simulation: when a state is activated, when
a state is deactivated, or at every simulation step. A transition may also define a guard and
additional actions. If a guard is defined, it needs to evaluate to true for a transition to fire.
The guard may refer to internal variables of the chart or to external signals. The actions of a
transition are executed as soon as the transition fires.

Next to states and transitions, a chart may also contain embedded functions. In an embedded
function, a user is able to provide user defined functionality and to access functions of the
MATLAB environment. Embedded functions allow to express complex functionality beyond
the possibilities of Stateflow actions, e.g., using loops and if-statements. A Stateflow chart is
always embedded in a Simulink model by a chart block. As any other block, a chart receives
and send signals an can communicate with the rest of the system.

2.3 Triple Graph Grammars

We use triple graph grammars (TGGs, [Sch95]) for specifying the model transformation from
MECHATRONICUML to Simulink. A triple graph grammar is a special kind of a graph gram-
mar that allows to define a relation between two model types. The basic semantics of TGGs is
used to create two graphs, which are consistent to each other, in parallel.

A triple graph grammar contains a set of TGG rules. A special rule that is always applied
first is called axiom. A TGG rule consists of three domains where each domain represents
a concrete metamodel. Figure 4.9 on Page 57 shows a TGG rule with three domains fujaba,
fujaba2simulink and simulink. The middle domain fujaba2simulink is the so-called correspon-
dence model. The correspondence model defines the relation between the other two models.

Each of the three domains is connected to a type graph. A graph node can be a context
node (white rectangle), a produced node (green rectangle with a "++" label) or a reusable
node (grey rectangle). Context nodes are nodes that were matched in previously applied rules.
Produced nodes of a rule must be matched or generated if this rule is applied. Reusable nodes
can be either context or produced nodes. Figure 4.9 shows three context nodes RootNode,
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RootNode2SimulinkContainer and SimulinkContainer, which were matched in the axiom, and
some produced nodes like ModelElementCategory or SimulinkLibrary, which must be matched
or generated in the current rule.

An alternative for the usage of TGGs is the transformation semantics. It is based on the
basic semantics with the difference that one graph (the source graph) already exists and the
other graph (the target graph) must be generated. In this case, the TGG interpreter tries to
find a sequence of rules that generates the source graph. If the correspondence and the target
graph are modified with this sequence of rules, then the result are the graphs that would have
been created if they were generated simultaneously from the beginning with this sequence of
rules. If a rule is applied, the interpreter tries to match all context nodes and produced nodes
of the source side. If it is not possible, the rule is skipped. Otherwise, the rule is applied and
all produced nodes of the target and corresponde model are generated. Special conditions or
restrictions on nodes or rules can be defined with OCL constraints.

It is possible to use generalization in the TGG transformation. If a rule A is declared as the
refined rule of a rule B, then, if B is apllied, also A is applied. For more details see [GR12].
If a rule is abstract, then it can not be applied. Only refining rules of it are applied in the
transformation.



Chapter 3

Transformation

This chapter introduces the transformation from MECHATRONICUML models to a MAT-
LAB/Simulink and Stateflow implementation. We first give an overview of the transformation
in Section 3.1 before illustrating the transformation of the single model elements in detail.
Section 3.2 describes the transformation of a component instance configuration of MECHA-
TRONICUML to a Simulink block diagram. Section 3.3 illustrates how the behavior of atomic
components modeled by Real-Time Statecharts is transformed into a Stateflow chart. Finally,
we give an overview of the MECHATRONICUML features that are supported by the transfor-
mation in Section 3.4.

3.1 Overview

Mechatronic systems consist of mechanical, electrical, and software parts. For the software
part, we can distinguish between quasi-continuous controller software and discrete software.
Consequently, a holistic analysis of the behavior of a mechatronic system requires to ana-
lyze all parts of the system including the environment where the system is operating. MAT-
LAB with its toolboxes Simulink and Stateflow provides the necessary functionality for per-
forming such simulation, but lacks in adequate modeling capabilities for specifying discrete
software [HPR+12].

MECHATRONICUML as introduced in Section 2.1 is especially suitable for specifying the
discrete software of a mechatronic system. Its special focus lies on the message-based interac-
tion of several mechatronic systems as well as the interaction of the subsystems within a sin-
gle mechatronic system. In contrast to MATLAB, MECHATRONICUML provides native lan-
guage constructs for expressing the message-based interaction by means of an asynchronous
message exchange where the receiver may store the message in a buffer and process it at a
later point in time. In addition, the Real-Time Statecharts of MECHATRONICUML provide a
more sophisticated clock concept that allows to specify time constraints across several states
and transitions which is not possible in Stateflow.

Therefore, we propose to specify the discrete software of the mechatronic system using
MECHATRONICUML and provide an automatic model transformation as outlined in Fig-
ure 3.1. In MECHATRONICUML, the discrete software of a mechatronic system is speci-
fied as a component instance configuration that determines the components that are used as

19
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well as their connections. In the first step, our model transformation transforms the compo-
nent instance configuration of MECHATRONICUML into a Simulink block diagram. In this
transformation, we replace assemblies of MECHATRONICUML by a communication switch
implementation in Simulink which enables to deliver asynchronous messages from the send-
ing component instance to the receiving component instance. In addition, we extend atomic
components by so-called link layer blocks that implement asynchronous communication with
message buffers in Simulink. We discuss this step of the transformation in detail in Section 3.2.

Environment Model

Controller Model

Discrete Software Model

Simulink Block Diagram

Stateflow Chart

Component Instance 

Configuration

Real-Time Statechart

Model 

Transformation

Model 

Transformation

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Transformation

In the second step of the transformation, we translate the Real-Time Statecharts that define
the behavior of the component instances into Stateflow charts. The Stateflow charts are em-
bedded into the Simulink subsystems that are created for atomic component instances. This
includes the generation of helper functions for sending and receiving asynchronous messages
which is not natively supported by Stateflow. We provide details on this step of the transfor-
mation in Section 3.3.

The result of the transformation is a (hierarchical) Simulink block diagram with embedded
Stateflow charts that specifies the discrete behavior of the mechatronic system. The interfaces
of the controller model are contained in the MECHATRONICUML model in terms of continu-
ous components. We generate corresponding subsystems for the controller model in our trans-
formation such that the integration of the discrete software with the controller model is facili-
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tated. The integration of the controller model with the environment model, however, needs to
be carried out manually in Simulink by a control engineer.

3.2 Component Structures to Block Diagrams

This section describes the transformation of MECHATRONICUML component structures to
Simulink block diagrams. We start by illustrating how atomic components (see Sect. 3.2.1)
and structured components (see Sect. 3.2.2) are transformed. Then, we introduce the transfor-
mation of component instance configurations in Sect. 3.2.3. We show, in particular, how we
enable message-based communication in Simulink by using a communication switch.

3.2.1 Transformation of Atomic Components

An atomic component is transformed to a Simulink SubSystem block with the same name.
We call this SubSystem an atomic SubSystem. Since atomic components represent types, we
store all atomic SubSystems in a library and reference them for assembling a concrete systems
(see Sect. 3.2.3). Sect. 3.2.1.1 explains how the ports of an atomic component are transformed
to port structures in Simulink. Thereafter, we describe the internal structure of the Simulink
SubSystem for an atomic component that contains additional blocks for enabling message-
based communication of atomic components in Sect. 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1.1 Transformation of Ports of Atomic Components

A discrete port of an atomic component is transformed into a port structure consisting of three
inputs and one output. There exists one input for receiving messages (bus-input), one output
for sending messages (bus-output), and two inputs defining the own network address and the
network address of the communication partner. The latter two ports are needed for realizing
the message transportation from the sender to the receiver. The names of the input and outputs
in the port structure are composed from the name of the discrete port and a suffix. For the
bus-input, we use the suffix "_recv"; for the bus-output we use the suffix "_send". The input
that defines the own network address has the suffix _net_address while the input that defines
the network address of the communication partner has the suffix _receiver_net_address.

Continuous and hybrid in-ports are transformed into inputs while continuous and hybrid
out-ports are transformed into outputs of the same name.

Figure 3.2 shows the SubSystem Ping that was generated from the atomic component Ping
shown in Fig. 2.1. It contains a port structure ping and an input named switch. The port
structure has three inputs: ping_recv, ping_net_address, ping_receiver_net_address and one
output ping_send.

In addition, each SubSystem that is generated for an atomic component receives an input
clockSignal. That signal contains the current simulation time and is required for transforming
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Ping

clockSignal

switch

ping_recv

ping_net_adress

ping_receiver_net_adress

ping_send

Ping ping

switch

Figure 3.2: SubSystem Ping

the clock concept of MECHATRONICUML (see Sect. 2.1.3.4) to Stateflow. We explain how
that signal is utilized in the Stateflow chart in Sect. 3.3.7.

3.2.1.2 Inner Structure of an Atomic SubSystem

An atomic SubSystem always contains a Stateflow ChartBlock and one so-called LinkLayer
block for each discrete port of the corresponding atomic component. The Stateflow Chart-
Block contains the Stateflow chart that is transformed from the Real-Time Statechart of the
atomic component. We explain this transformation in Sect. 3.3. The LinkLayer blocks im-
plement the message buffers as well as the sending and receiving of asynchronous messages
to/from communication partners.

Figure 3.3 shows the inner structure of the transformed SubSystem Ping. It contains a
Stateflow ChartBlock named Ping_Statechart and a LinkLayer block named Link Layer Ping
which realizes the message-based communication via the port ping of the atomic component
Ping.

In our transformation, we represent asynchronous messages in Simulink by a six-tuple
(package_id, sender_id, receiver_id, message_id, parameter, timestamp). The package_id is
an integer assigning a sequential number to a message. This may be used to track lost mes-
sages and initiate retransmission of lost messages. The sender_id is the network address of
the sender; the receiver_id is the network address of the intended receiver of the message. The
message itself is encoded by an unsigned integer in contrast to the Strings used in Mecha-
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ping_send

1

switch_ZeroOrderHold

Ping_Statechart

clockSignal

switch

pingReadIn

pingParamReadIn

pingWriteIn

pingParamWriteIn

pingReadOut

pingParamReadOut

pingWriteOut

pingParamWriteOut

LinkvLayervping

port_in

net_address

receiver_net_address

read_event_queue_in

read_event_param_queue_in

read_event_queue_out

read_event_param_queue_out

port_out

write_event_queue_in

write_event_param_queue_in

write_event_queue_out

write_event_param_queue_out

ping_receiver_net_address

5

ping_net_address

4

ping_recv

3

switch

2

clockSignal

1

Figure 3.3: Inner structure of the SubSystem Ping
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tronicUML because Simulink does not support variable sized Strings. In our approach, each
message may only contain exactly one parameter of type double. Thus, messages with more
than one parameter need to be split into several messages as discussed in detail in Sect. 4.1.
The timestamp encodes the point in time at which the message was sent. The six-tuple is en-
coded by a bus signal using the containing the fields described above. This bus is used by the
bus-input and bus-output blocks of the atomic SubSystem as introduced in Sect. 3.2.1.1.

Each LinkLayer block defines four queues which are used as message buffers. The Lin-
kLayer has one queue for received messages, one queue for parameters of received messages,
one queue for sent messages, and one queue for parameters of sent messages. We have one
line from the LinkLayer block to the Stateflow ChartBlock for each of the queues as well as
one line from the Stateflow ChartBlock back to the LinkLayer for each of the queues.

The processing of asynchronous messages works as follows: Incoming messages are re-
ceived by the LinkLayer block over the port_in-input. The LinkLayer writes the message
and the parameter to the corresponding queues for received messages and sends the queue
over the write_event_queue_in-output and the write_event_param_queue_in-output to the pin-
gReadIn-input of the Stateflow ChartBlock. The Stateflow Chart may now process the re-
ceived messages. Messages that it did not consume in a simulation step remain in the queue
and are sent back to the LinkLayer over the pingReadOut-output to the read_event_queue_in-
input of the LinkLayer.

Messages that must be sent from the bus-output ping_send over the output port_out are
produced in the Stateflow Chart. They are sent from the Chart over the output pingWriteOut to
the input read_event_queue_out of the LinkLayer. In each simulation step only one message
can be sent from the bus-output. Thus, the remaining messages are sent back over the output
write_event_queue_out of the LinkLayer to the input pingWriteIn and stay in the queue until
they are sent outside. The parameter queues work analogously.

Hybrid ports are directly connected to the Stateflow ChartBlock. In case of a hybrid in-port,
the continuous signal of this input must be converted to a discrete signal based on the sample
rate of the hybrid port. This is implemented with a ZeroOrderHold block.

Furthermore, the input ping_net_address is connected to the net_address-input of the Lin-
kLayer and the input ping_receiver_net_address is connected to the receiver_net_address-
input of the LinkLayer. The value of the input clockSignal of the SubSystem is propagated to
the input clockSignal of the Stateflow Chart.

3.2.2 Transformation of Structured Components
A structured component is assembled by embedding other components using component parts
(see Sect. 2.1.1.2). Upon instantiation of the structured component, the embedded compo-
nent parts are instantiated to a component instance configuration. Due to the cardinalities of
the component parts, which do not always require a fixed number of component instance of a
certain type, different instances of a structured component may contain different component
instance configurations. In Simulink, however, all library references that have the same Sub-
System as a source block need to have the same internal structure. As a result, we do not
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transform structured components on the type level. Instead, we only translate instances of a
structured component that occur in a component instance configuration.

3.2.3 Transformation of Component Instance Configurations

A MECHATRONICUML component instance configuration is transformed to a
SimulinkModel. The overall structure of a SimulinkModel consists of LibraryReferences
and blocks that manage the asynchronous messages within a system, namely, a BusCreator,
a BusSelector and a CommunicationSwitch. The LibraryReferences are generated from the
component instances contained in the selected component instance configuration. In case of
an atomic component instance, they reference the SubSystem that was created for the atomic
component in the library. The transformation of structured component instances is described
below.

Each LibraryReference gets the same name as the component instance from which it is
transformed. Figure 3.5 shows the SimulinkModel transformed from the component instance
configuration of the PingPongSystem presented in Fig. 3.4. In our example, the atomic com-
ponent instances ping and pong are transformed to the LibraryReferences named ping and
pong.

  ping : Ping

:ping :pong

  pong : Pong
:switch

Figure 3.4: Component instance configuration (atomic component instances)

For each atomic SubSystem that is transformed from an atomic component instance, we
generate a DigitalClock connected to the input clockSignal. This DigitalClock provides the
global elapsed simulation time that is used for the transformation of MECHATRONICUML
clocks and clock constraints of the Real-Time Statechart of the transformed atomic component
instance as explained in Sect. 3.3.7.

For each instance of a discrete port, we generate a constant block. This constant block con-
tains the network address of the corresponding port structure (see Sect. 3.2.1.1) and propa-
gates this value to the net_address-input of this port structure. For instance, in the example
in Fig. 3.5 the constant block ping_ping1_net_address with the value 1 is generated. It is
connected to the ping_net_address-input of the LibraryReference ping. This means that the
network address of the port structure ping is 1.
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In contrast to atomic component instances, we generate one Simulink Library for each struc-
tured component instance. That library contains one SubSystem with the same name as the
structured component instance. In addition, we create one LibraryReference referencing this
library block in the SimulinkModel. The embedded component instance configuration of the
structured component instance is transformed according to the rules introduced in this sec-
tion. This means, a generated structured SubSystem contains the same communication struc-
ture like a SimulinkModel. Each Bus object that is referenced by the BusCreator and BusSe-
lector of the communication structure is stored in the SimulinkLibrary for the corresponding
structured component.

Analogously to atomic components, a discrete port of a structured component is trans-
formed to a port structure as described in Sect. 3.2.1.1. But a discrete port of a structured
component does not have an own behavior. Its messages are delegated to a discrete port of an
embedded component. Thus, on the Simulink side no LinkLayer block is generated. Instead,
the values of the three inputs (_recv, net_address, receiver_net_address) are propagated to
the corresponding inputs of the embedded SubSystem. The signal of the _send output of the
embedded SubSystem is propagated to the _send output of the upper structured SubSystem.

Figure 3.6 shows the transformed structured component PingPongSystem and its inner
structure. The corresponding MECHATRONICUML structured component is presented in
Fig. 2.2. In Fig. 3.6 it is shown that the continuous port switch is transformed to the input
switch. The embedded component instance configuration is transformed to a similar system
as the SimulinkModel at the highest level shown in Figure 3.5.

The difference between the SimulinkModel at the highest level and an embedded system is
that the embedded system contains an input for each port of the corresponding structured com-
ponent instance. If a MECHATRONICUML delegation exists that connects a port of a struc-
tured component instance and a port of an embedded component instance, this delegation is
transformed to a connection from the generated input to the input of the corresponding embed-
ded SubSystem. In the example in Fig. 3.6, the input switch is generated and the delegation
is transformed to the connection from this input switch to the input switch of the embedded
SubSystem Ping.

The name of a SubSystem that was generated from a structured component instance depends
on the hierarchy level of this instance. If a structured component instance from the top-level
component instance configuration is transformed, then the generated SubSystem gets the name
of this instance. If a structured component instance from an embedded component instance
configuration is transformed, then the name of the generated SubSystem is composed of two
parts: <name of the containing structured component instance> + ’_’ + <name of the instance
itself>. This is done recursively.

Figure 3.7 shows a component instance configuration containing a structured component
instance a of the structured component A. The embedded component instance configuration
contains an instance b of structured component B and b contains an instance c of structured
component C. The instance a is transformed to a SubSystem a, the instance b is transformed
to a SubSystem a_b and the instance c is transformed to a SubSystem a_b_c.
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Figure 3.6: Transformed structured component PingPongSystem
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       a:A

      b:B

      c:C

Figure 3.7: Nested structured components

The asynchronous messages within a system are managed by the CommunicationSwitch.
MECHATRONICUML assemblies between discrete ports are transformed to buses to and from
the CommunicationSwitch. Before these buses reach the CommunicationSwitch, they are
combined in the BusCreator to one bus of buses. This bus is split into single buses in the Bus-
Selector after leaving the CommunicationSwitch. Additionally, if an assembly between two
discrete ports is transformed, the receiver network addresses of the corresponding port struc-
tures must be set. The CommunicationSwitch forwards a message according to its receiver
ID.

Figure 3.5 shows the mentioned blocks CommunicationSwitch, BusCreator and BusSelec-
tor of the SimulinkModel. In the MECHATRONICUML component instance configuration
shown in Fig. 3.4, the port instances ping1 und pong1, which both can send and receive mes-
sages, are connected by an assembly. This assembly is transformed to four buses:

1. A bus from the port ping_send to the BusCreator

2. A bus from the port pong_send to the BusCreator

3. A bus from the BusSelector to the port ping_recv

4. A bus from the BusSelector to the port pong_recv

The receiver_net_address of the port structure ping is set to 2 (this is the network address
of port structure pong) and the receiver_net_address of the port structure pong is set to 1.

The BusCreator and the BusSelector reference a Bus object from the MATLAB workspace.
The number of BusElements of this Bus depends on the number of connections leading to
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the BusCreator or the number of connections leaving the BusSelector. The Bus for the com-
ponent instance configuration in Fig. 3.4 is called "MainBus". It is stored in the "atomic"
SimulinkLibrary. In the transformed SimulinkModel shown in Fig. 3.5 the "MainBus" has
two BusElements.

Unlike assemblies between discrete ports, the assemblies between continuous and hybrid
port are directly transformed to connections between the corresponding Simulink ports.

3.3 Real-Time Statecharts to Stateflow Charts

In MECHATRONICUML, the behavior of atomic components is modeled by Real-Time Stat-
echarts. The corresponding concept in MATLAB are Stateflow charts. Therefore, the trans-
formation of Real-Time Statecharts to charts is presented in this section. Figure 3.8 shows the
Real-Time Statechart of the ping-component of the Ping-Pong example that is transformed to
the Stateflow chart presented in Fig. 3.9. In the following section, we explain the transforma-
tion of the different elements of a Real-Time Statechart using this example.

3.3.1 Structure

A Real-Time Statechart of an atomic component is transformed to a Stateflow chart that is
embedded in the corresponding atomic SubSystem as described in Sect. 3.2.1.2. For every
Real-Time Statechart, one Stateflow state named "chart" with a default-transition is created at
the highest level of the chart. This state always contains two parallel states as shown in the
chart in Fig. 3.9. The first parallel state is named "DataInit". It is responsible for writing the
input signals of the message queues to the outputs of the message queues that are introduced in
Sect. 3.2.1.2. This ensures that the messages that were not consumed during a simulation step
do not get lost. Therefore, the "DataInit" state has one self-transition that assigns the inputs
to the corresponding outputs of the message queues. These in- and outputs are used to send
and receive messages. The sending and receiving of messages is explained in Sect.3.3.5. The
second parallel state of the chart is named "chartRegion". It contains the actual behavior and
therefore contains all elements that are generated from the Real-Time Statechart.

3.3.2 States and Regions

States of Real-Time Statecharts are transformed to states of Stateflow charts of the same
name. For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 the MECHATRONICUML state
"Behavior" is transformed to a Stateflow state named "Behavior". If the MECHATRONICUML
state is an initial state, the transformed Stateflow state also becomes an initial state by adding
a default-transition to the state.

The sub-state type of a Stateflow state always needs to be set to "exclusive" or "parallel".
If it is set to "parallel" the direct child-states can be active in parallel. The behavior of parallel
Stateflow states corresponds to MECHATRONICUML regions. Consequently, the regions of
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Figure 3.8: MECHATRONICUML Real-Time Statechart Ping
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Figure 3.9: Stateflow Chart Ping
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MECHATRONICUML Primitive Data Type Stateflow Data Type
INT INT32
LONG INT32
DOUBLE DOUBLE
BOOLEAN BOOLEAN
SHORT INT16
BYTE INT8

Table 3.1: Transformation of Data Types

a MECHATRONICUML state are transformed to child-states of the corresponding Stateflow
state. If a MECHATRONICUML state contains no or only one region it is set to "exclusive",
if it contains more than one region it is set to "parallel". Therefore, the sub-state type of the
Stateflow state "Behavior" in Fig. 3.9 is set to parallel and contains two parallel child states
that were transformed from the regions of the corresponding MECHATRONICUML state.

MECHATRONICUML regions and parallel Stateflow states have priorities. If in more than
one region or parallel state a transition could trigger at the same time, the priority defines the
execution order. In MECHATRONICUML a high value means high priority, the higher the
value the higher the priority. In Stateflow the priorities are defined by an explicit numbering
from 1 to n, where 1 is the highest priority. Therefore, the priority of a MECHATRONICUML
regions is converted to an equivalent priority of the transformed Stateflow state. In the exam-
ple, the MECHATRONICUML region "ping" has the highest priority with the value "2", the
corresponding Stateflow state has the highest priority with the value "1".

Additionally, MECHATRONICUML states may have entry, do and exit actions that are ex-
ecuted when entering the state, staying in the state or leaving the state. Entry actions and
exit actions get transformed to entry actions and exit actions of the corresponding Stateflow
state. Do actions are currently not considered by the transformation. The transformation of
the concrete actions is described in Sect. 3.3.8.

3.3.3 Attributes and Operations

Top-level and region Real-Time Statecharts may have attributes and operations. Attributes are
transformed to data variables of the same name in the Stateflow state that represents the Real-
Time Statechart. The data type of the new data variable is set to the type that is equivalent
to the MECHATRONICUML primitive data type of the attribute. Which MECHATRONICUML
primitive data type gets transformed to which Stateflow data type is shown in Tab. 3.1. If
for instance the Real-Time Statechart shown in Fig. 3.8 is transformed, the attribute "count"
of type "INT" defined in the Real-Time Statechart of region "ping" gets transformed to a
Stateflow data variable named "count" of type "INT32" in state "ping" of the chart shown in
Fig. 3.9.
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Operations of Real-Time Statecharts are transformed to Embedded Matlab Functions. From
the parameters of the operation, input parameters with the corresponding data type of the
function are generated. Additionally, one output parameter is created that has the correspond-
ing data type of the return type of the operation. The implementation of an operation is de-
fined by expressions of the Action Language. The Action Language and how Matlab code
that is used for Embedded Matlab Funtions is generated is presented in Sect. 3.3.8.

3.3.4 Transitions
MECHATRONICUML transitions are transformed to Stateflow transitions. The source- and
target-state of the Stateflow transition are the states that were generated from the source-
and target-state of the MECHATRONICUML transition. In the example Stateflow chart in
Fig. 3.9 the transition from state "Idle" to "Sending" in region "ping" was transformed from
the MECHATRONICUML transition in region "ping" from state "Idle" to "Sending", shown
in Fig. 3.8. The priority of a Stateflow transition is computed from the priority of the cor-
responding MECHATRONICUML transition. As described in Sect. 3.3.2, the highest number
in MECHATRONICUML gets the lowest number in Stateflow. Exceptions for transforming a
transition are transitions with a sending synchronization. The transformation of this kind of
transitions is explained in Sect. 3.3.6.

MECHATRONICUML transitions may have guards and actions that are specified by expres-
sions. They get transformed to guards and actions of the corresponding Stateflow transition.
The transformation of the expressions of the guards and actions, beside others including oc-
currences of attributes and operations, is described in Sect. 3.3.8. A special kind of transition
guards are guards that refer to clocks, the so-called clock constraint. Their transformation is
explained in Sect. 3.3.7.

3.3.5 Asynchronous Messages
A Real-Time Statechart can send and receive asynchronous messages with an arbitrary num-
ber of parameters. In Stateflow no concept exists that resembles the MECHATRONICUML
asynchronous messages. Therefore, asynchronous messages are not directly transformed.
Instead, an aynchronous message with more than one parameter needs to be split into sev-
eral messages with one parameter. These messages can be sent and received via busses as
introduced in Sect. 3.2.3.

For every message type, we generate a set of IDs. If a message type has no parameter one
ID is generated, if it has at least one parameter for the message type as many IDs are gen-
erated as it has parameters, this means max{1, number of parameters} IDs. For every State-
flow state that represents a MECHATRONICUML region that can send or receive messages
of a certain message type, one constant per ID of name "EVT_‘ + <MessageTypeName> +
‚_‘ + <ParameterName>" is generated that stores the value of the ID. In the example Real-
Time Statechart in Fig. 3.8 in the region "ping" the message type "ping(count)" can be send
and "pong(count)" can be received. Both messages have only one parameter. Therefore, one
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constant called "EVT_PING_COUNT" and one constant called "EVT_PONG_COUNT" are
created in the corresponding Stateflow state.

To transform raised and triggered asynchronous message events three Embedded Matlab
Functions are needed in every generated Stateflow chart. Beside others, the message queues
are inputs of these functions. Since the size of the queues depends on the message buffer
size of the corresponding MECHATRONICUML ports that can differ from port to port, each
function is generated once for every discrete port of the corresponding atomic component.
This is mandatory because the size of the queues that differs from port to port needs to be
encoded in the Embedded Matlab Functions.

The function "portName_enqueue(event, evtQueueIn, param, paramQueueIn)", where
"portName" is the name of the port, is used to send a raised asynchronous message via the
specific port. The parameter "event" is the ID constant of the message type (possibly com-
bined with one message type parameter) to be sent, the parameter "evtQueueIn" is the queue
signal for sending the message, "param" the parameter value to be sent and "paramQueueIn"
the queue signal for sending the parameter. For transforming the sending of an asynchronous
message, this function needs to be called once for every parameter of the message type or
at least once for the message type in the action of the transition. This adds the message and
the parameters to the message queues. In the example, the message type "ping(count)", which
has only one parameter, is send by the transition from state "Sending" to state "Waiting". The
raised asynchronous message event is transformed to one call of the "enqueue"-function in
the action of the corresponding Stateflow state shown in Fig. 3.9. The source code of the
"enqueue"-function is shown in Lst. 3.1.

f u n c t i o n [ evtQueue , paramQueue ] = por tName_enqueue ( even t , ev tQueueIn ,
param , paramQueueIn ) %eml

evtQueue = ev tQueue In ;
paramQueue = paramQueueIn ;
f o r i = 1 : l e n g t h ( evtQueue )

i f evtQueue ( i ) == u i n t 8 ( 0 )
evtQueue ( i ) = e v e n t ;
paramQueue ( i ) = param ;
re turn

end
end

Listing 3.1: "enqueue"-Function

A trigger asynchronous message event is transformed to calls of two Embedded Matlab
Functions. The function "portName_checkQueue(event, evtQueue)" is used to check for mes-
sages. The parameter "event" is the ID of the message type while the parameter "evtQueue"
is the message queue. This function is called once for every parameter or once for the mes-
sage type in the guard of the receiving transition. This is necessary to ensure that all parts of
the message are available in the corresponding queues before the transition is allowed to trig-
ger. For instance, a message of type "pong(count)" is received by the transition from the state
"Waiting" to "Sending" in the Real-Time Statechart in Fig. 3.8 and therefore it is transformed
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to a call of the "checkQueue"-function in the guard of the corresponding Stateflow transition
shown in Fig. 3.9. The source code of the "checkQueue"-function is shown in Lst. 3.2.
f u n c t i o n a v a i l a b l e = portName_checkQueue ( even t , ev tQueue ) %eml

a v a i l a b l e = f a l s e ;
f o r i = 1 : l e n g t h ( evtQueue )

i f evtQueue ( i ) == e v e n t
a v a i l a b l e = t rue ;
re turn

end
end

Listing 3.2: "checkQueue"-Function

To consume an asynchronous message in Stateflow the Embedded Matlab function "port-
Name_dequeue(event, evtQueueIn, paramQueueIn)" is needed. The parameter "event" is the
ID of the received message type, "evtQueueIn" is the incoming queue signal of the message
type and "paramQueueIn" is the incoming queue signal of the message type parameter. This
function removes the message from the message queue and the parameter queue of the spe-
cific port and returns the value of the message type parameter if the function was called for a
parameter. The function is called once for every message type parameter or the message type
in the action of the receiving transition. This value gets stored in a temporal variable that can
be used in further actions of the transition. In the example, the value of the parameter "count"
gets stored in the temporal variable "tmp_var_1". This temporal variable is then used in the
action "count = tmp_var_1 + 1". The source code of the "dequeue"-function is shown in Lst.
3.3.
f u n c t i o n [ evtQueue , paramQueue , p a r a m e t e r ] = por tName_dequeue ( even t ,
ev tQueueIn , paramQueueIn ) %eml

evtQueue = ev tQueue In ;
paramQueue = paramQueueIn ;
p a r a m e t e r = 0 ;
f o r i = 1 : l e n g t h ( evtQueue )

i f evtQueue ( i ) == e v e n t
p a r a m e t e r = paramQueue ( i ) ;
f o r j = i : l e n g t h ( evtQueue )−1

evtQueue ( j ) = evtQueue ( j + 1 ) ;
%C o m p a t i b i l i t y
evtQueue ( j + l e n g t h ( evtQueue ) ) = evtQueue ( j +1+ l e n g t h ( evtQueue ) ) ;
paramQueue ( j ) = paramQueue ( j + 1 ) ;

end
evtQueue ( l e n g t h ( evtQueue ) ) = 0 ;
%C o m p a t i b i l i t y
evtQueue ( l e n g t h ( evtQueue )+ l e n g t h ( evtQueue ) ) = 0 ;
paramQueue ( l e n g t h ( paramQueue ) ) = 0 ;
re turn

end
end

Listing 3.3: "dequeue"-Function
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3.3.6 Synchronizations

In MECHATRONICUML, synchronizations via synchronization channels are used to synchro-
nize two regions of a state. In the Real-Time Statechart shown in Fig. 3.8, two synchroniza-
tion channels, called "pingSent" and "pingReceived", are defined. To realize synchronizations
in Stateflow, a synchronization channel is transformed to a signal of the same name in the
corresponding Stateflow state. In the example Stateflow Chart shown in Fig. 3.9, the state
"Behavior" has two signals called "pingSent" and "pingReceived".

Additionally, in every state that was generated out of a region that can receive a synchroniza-
tion, a data variable of type boolean is created. Its name is a composition of <synchroniza-
tionChannelName> + "Available" + <RegionName>. Consequently, the Stateflow state "Be-
havior" has two data variables "pingSentAvailableInternal" and "pongReceivedAvailableIn-
ternal". This variable is needed to ensure that a synchronization is only sent if it can be re-
ceived by a transition in another region. In MECHATRONICUML, the sender is blocked un-
til the synchronization is received. In Stateflow, the sender is not blocked. Instead, the syn-
chronization gets lost if it is sent but not received. For this reason, the variable is used by the
sending transition to check whether the synchronization can be received and only in this case
it gets sent. Therefore, the variable is set to "true" if the synchronization can be received by
another transition, else it is set to "false".

A transition that contains a sending synchronization is not transformed one-to-one to a State-
flow transition. Instead, for every region that can receive a synchronization of the synchroniza-
tion channel, one transition is created for synchronizing with the corresponding region. This
is necessary, because the signal has to send explicitly to the addressed region. The execution
order of the transitions is determined by the priority of the receiving regions.

Figure 3.10 shows an excerpt of a Real-Time Statechart with three regions. In the regions
"RegA" and "RegB" a synchronization of the synchronization channel "sync" is received, in
region "RegC" a corresponding synchronization is sent. Since for each receiving region one
transition for sending the synchronization has to be created, the MECHATRONICUML tran-
sition from state "C1" to "C2" with the sending synchronization in Figure 3.10 is split into
two Stateflow transitions from state "C1" to state "C2" in the parallel state "RegC" shown in
Figure 3.11. The upper transition handles the synchronization with the parallel state "RegA"
and has the priority 1, the lower transition handles the synchronization with the parallel state
"RegB" and has the priority 2. In the example shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9, the synchroniza-
tion "pingSent" that is sent in region "ping" can only be received by the region "internal".
Therefore, only one transition from the state "Idle" to "WaitingForPong" is created.

For every Stateflow transition that receives a synchronization, an entry- and exit-action is
added to its source state. The entry-action sets the boolean-data-variable for the synchroniza-
tion channel to "true", the exit-action to "false". Thus, every time the data-variable is set to
"true", a state is active that has an outgoing transition that can receive the synchronization. If
the state is left, the data variable is set to "false" and can not be received anymore. In Fig. 3.9
this is shown in state "Idle" in the region-state "internal". For sending the synchronization a
guard is added to the transition that checks whether the data-variable is "true" and therefore the
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Figure 3.10: Synchronizations in MECHATRONICUML
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Figure 3.11: Synchronizations in Stateflow
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synchronization can be send by the transition and also be received by a transition in another
region.

In Stateflow, the sending of a synchronitation is done by sending the signal that was gener-
ated from the synchronization channel to the receiving region. The transition that receives the
synchronization receives the corresponding signal. In the example Stateflow chart the send-
ing transition in region "ping" sends the signal "pingSent" to the region "internal" by call-
ing "send(pingSent, internal)". The corresponding receiving transition in region "internal"
receives the signal "pingSent".

3.3.7 Clocks

We use clocks to model time-dependent behavior in MECHATRONICUML Real-Time State-
charts. The clocks are defined in the top-level Real-Time Statechart or in the Real-Time Stat-
echart of a region. Clocks do not exist in Stateflow charts, that is why the clocks get trans-
formed to data variables in the corresponding Stateflow state. In addition, every chart block
has an incoming signal named "clockSignal" that is the global elapsed simulation time. The
clock data variable stores the point in time of the last clock reset.

To model a clock reset an Embedded Matlab Function is needed. The function "reset()"
assigns the actual global simulation time to the clock variable. In the Real-Time Statechart
in Fig. 3.8, a clock reset of the clock "c1" exists in the entry action of the state "Sending" in
region "ping". This action is transformed to the Stateflow state entry action "c1 = reset()" in
the corresponding Stateflow state shown in Fig. 3.9. The source code of this function is shown
in Lst. 3.4.

f u n c t i o n c l o c k = r e s e t ( )
%s e t c l o c k v a r i a b l e t o c u r r e n t t ime
c l o c k = c l o c k S i g n a l ;

Listing 3.4: "reset"-Function

An additional Embedded Matlab Function is needed to get the actual time of a clock variable
elapsed since the last clock reset. The function "time(clock)" calculates the current clock value
from the time stored in the clock variable, the clock signal and the sample time as shown in
the source code of this function in Lst. 3.5.

f u n c t i o n l o g i c a l T i m e = t ime ( c l o c k )
sample = 0 . 0 0 1 ; % t h e sample t ime of t h e sys tem c l o c k
%c o n v e r t t o p a s s u n i t s o f t ime a f t e r l a s t r e s e t
l o g i c a l T i m e = u i n t 3 2 ( ( c l o c k S i g n a l − c l o c k ) / sample ) ;

Listing 3.5: "time"-Function

The function "time(clock)" is needed to transform MECHATRONICUML clock constraints of
transitions and invariants of states. Out of a clock constraint a Stateflow guard of a transition
is generated. The operator and bound of the clock constraint are transformed without being
changed. The clock gets transformed to a function call of the function "time(clock)" with the
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corresponding clock variable. In the example in Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 the clock constraint c1 ≥ 100
in region "ping" is transformed to the Stateflow guard time(c1) >= 100.

State invariants do not exist in Stateflow. For this reason, MECHATRONICUML invariants
are not transformed directly. To handle invariants in Stateflow a new state named "Inv_Error"
is created. From every state that was transformed from a MECHATRONICUML state with an
invariant a transition to the error state is created. This new transition gets the inverted invariant
as a guard. For instance, the MECHATRONICUML invariant c1 ≥ 20 gets transformed to the
Stateflow guard time(c1) < 20. Whenever the "Inv_Error" state is reached, a violation of the
entered behavior of the chart occurred. In this case, the simulation is terminated.

3.3.8 Actions, Guards and Action Language

In MECHATRONICUML transitions may have guards and actions. Those guards are trans-
formed to Stateflow guards, transition actions are transformed to actions of the corresponding
transition. In addition, the entry- and exit-actions of MECHATRONICUML states are trans-
formed to Stateflow entry- and exit-actions. If a state with an entry- or exit-action has a self-
transition, the expressions of the entry- or exit event are assigned as a transition action to the
self-transition. This is necessary because by triggering a self-transition the active state does
not change and therefore, the actions of the state in Stateflow are not executed when leaving
or entering the state by a self-transition.

In MECHATRONICUML guards, actions and the implementation of operations are defined
by the so-called Action Language. The Action Language describes the syntax of expressions
for assignments, comparisons, operation calls, access to parameters of asynchronous messages
and further constructs. Before the actual transformation the expressions of the Action Lan-
guage get analyzed and transformed to corresponding Stateflow expressions that are assigned
to the transformed actions and guards. For more information about the Expression Analy-
sis see Sect.4.1. Below, the transformation of an exemplary action of the example shown in
Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 is explained.

The MECHATRONICUML action "count := pong.count + 1" of the transition from state
"Waiting" to "Sending" is transformed to the Stateflow action "count = tmp_var_1 + 1". For
generating the Stateflow expression the variable "count" is transformed to the correspond-
ing Stateflow variable "count". The MECHATRONICUML assignment operator ":=" is trans-
formed to the according Stateflow operator "=". The use of the variable "tmp_var_1" is gener-
ated from the access to the message parameter "pong.count" as explained in Sect. 3.3.5. The
addition operator and the use of numbers in action is equivalent in MECHATRONICUML and
Stateflow. Therefore, "+ 1" is transformed to "+1".

3.4 Summary of Supported Features

The transformation targets MECHATRONICUML as defined in version 0.3 of the language
specification [BBB+12]. Table 3.2 lists all supported and unsupported features of the current
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MECHATRONICUML Feature Supported
Atomic Components X
Structured Components X
Component Instance Configurations X
Continuous Ports X
Discrete Ports X
Hybrid Ports X
Assemblies X
Delegation Connectors X
Real-Time Statecharts X
States X
Regions X
Attributes X
Operations X
Transitions X
Asynchronous Messages X
Synchronizations X
Clocks X
Action Language X
Multi Ports x
Attributes and Parameters of Type String x
Attributes and Parameters of Type Array x
Use of Loops and If-Statements in Actions x
Do-Actions x

Table 3.2: Supported Features

transformation. For transforming the structure of a MECHATRONICUML model, all kinds of
components and connectors, and component instance configurations are supported. What is
missing is the transformation of multi ports. The transformation of continuous, discrete and
hybrid ports is provided.

For transforming the behavior of a MECHATRONICUML model most features are sup-
ported, too. This includes states, transitions, asynchronous messages, synchronizations and
clocks. In general, attributes and parameters are also supported. Only the transformation of
attributes and parameters of type string is currently not provided. The same holds for arrays
and do-actions. In addition, the use of if-statements and loops in actions of states and tran-
sitions is not supported, yet. Since if-statements and loops are not allowed in Stateflow state
and transition actions, they need to be outsourced in Embedded Matlab Functions for being
supported in the future.





Chapter 4

Implementation

The transformation of a component instance configuration to a Simulink and Stateflow model
is implemented by a model-to-model transformation and a model-to-text transformation. The
model-to-model transformation transforms the MechatronicUML model into an intermediate
model representing the Simulink and Stateflow model. Afterwards, the model-to-text trans-
formation creates the Simulink model file. In addition to the two major steps, we need three
helper steps in the transformation. The complete process is shown in Fig. 4.1. The source of
the process is the MECHATRONICUML model that is transformed to a MATLAB/Simulink
Model.

The first step of the transformation is the Analysis. The Analysis takes a MECHATRON-
ICUML Model as an input, does an initial analysis, and enhances the model with annotations.
We describe the Analysis step in detail in Sect. 4.1. The next step is the TGG Transformation.
The TGG Transformation takes an annotated MECHATRONICUML Model and transforms it
to a Simulink EMF-Model. In this step, most of the concepts described in Chapter 3 are ap-
plied. The implementation of the TGG Transformation is presented in Sect. 4.3 after giving an
overview of the Simulink EMF-Model in Sect. 4.2. The next steps are two intermediate steps
working on the Simulink EMF-Model. They are required because it is not possible to realize
the functionality in the TGG Transformation. The Post Transformation Modification creates a
layout for the Simulink EMF-Model and keeps track of the correct ordering of some lists. It is
described in Sect. 4.4.1. The Stateflow Layouter creates a layout for the charts in the Simulink
EMF-Model. Section 4.4.3 describes this activity in detail. The last step of the complete pro-
cess is the Model-2-Text Transformation. It takes an annotated Simulink EMF-Model as an
input and generates the source code for the MATLAB/Simulink Model file. The details of the
Model-2-Text Transformation are given in Sect. 4.5.

4.1 Analysis

The analysis is the first step of the transformation. It operates on the source MECHATRON-
ICUML model and enhances it by annotations. The analysis is divided into two parts: the
Name Analysis and the MUML Analysis. Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the activity.

The Name Analysis checks the MECHATRONICUML model for invalid Simulink and State-
flow names. In MECHATRONICUML, the developer is free in his/her choice to select a name

43
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TGG Transformation

Model-2-Text 
Transformation

Analysis

Post Transformation
Modification

Stateflow Layouter

MechatronicUML Model

MATLAB/Simulink Model

Annotated
MechatronicUML Model

Simulink EMF-Model 

Annotated
Simulink EMF-Model 

Annotated 
Simulink EMF-Model

Figure 4.1: Transformation Process

for an element, but in Simulink and Stateflow most of the names for elements are in some
way restricted. For example, a variable in a chart is not allowed to have a dot in its name, or
a Subsystem can not start with a digit and should not include a newline character. To avoid
possible conflicts, the Name Analysis checks these restrictions and, if acknowledged by the
user, replaces these names by compliant ones.

The MUML Analysis executes following actions:

1. The message types and their parameters get unique ids. The parameters of message
types are mapped to temporary variables that are used in transition actions. For both
concepts see Sect. 3.3.5.

2. The main component instance configuration which is chosen by the user is marked.
Only those components whose instances appear in the main component instance con-
figuration are relevant for the further transformation. All component instance configu-
rations, which appear in the model tree of the main component instance configuration
are collected. Within each of these component instance configurations the instances of
discrete ports get unique IDs. These IDs are used for network addresses in Simulink
(see Sect. 3.2.3).

3. For each relevant Real-Time Statechart the String for the self-transition of the "DataInit"
state is generated (see Sect. 3.3.1). A relevant Real-Time Statechart is a Real-Time
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MUML AnalysisName Analysis

MechatronicUML Model

Annotated
MechatronicUML Model

Modified
MechatronicUML Model

Analysis

Figure 4.2: Analysis

Statechart that defines the behavior of a component or port that is recursively used by the
main component instance configuration. Furthermore, we save the names and the buffer
sizes of the discrete ports of the corresponding atomic component. These informations
are used for the embedded functions of the Stateflow Chart (see Sect. 3.3.5).

4. Expression Analysis: for all action language expressions the corresponding MATLAB
expressions are generated (see following paragraphs).

5. For asynchronous messages, source code for the embedded MATLAB functions check-
Queue, dequeue and enqueue are generated (see Sect. 3.3.5).

6. For each relevant MECHATRONICUML transition that contains a sending synchroniza-
tion we save the regions that receive this synchronization and the priorities of these
regions (see Sect. 3.3.6).

Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 give an overview over the sources and detail-entries of
the used EAnnotations. It is not shown in the table that a "async"-EAnnotation references a
DiscretePort-object and a "prio"-EAnnotation references a Region-object.

The Expression Analysis is a part of the MUML Analysis. By using Xpand1 templates, the
Expression Analysis generates Stateflow expressions from the different types of expressions
of the MECHATRONICUML Action Language. Additionally, it creates annotations with the
generated code as the value of the annotation for every model element that contains an expres-
sion that was analyzed. For instance, annotations for transitions that contain guard expressions
or annotations for actions are created. The generated code later is assigned in the TGG trans-
formation to the newly created elements like actions, guards and Embedded Matlab Functions
as the expression code. The TGG transformation of the Real-Time Statecharts and the use of
the annotations created by the Expression Analysis is presented in Sect. 4.3.2.

Many kinds of expressions, like comparisons and arithmetic expressions, can be trans-
formed one-to-one by only changing the operator. But there also exist expressions for which

1Eclipse Xpand, http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/
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further modifications are needed to generate a Matlab expression with the same behavior, for
example For-loops. In Lst. 4.1 the Xpand template for transforming For-loops is shown. Al-
though For-loops exist in Matlab, it is not possible to use them to specify the same behav-
ior like with MECHATRONICUML For-loops. Therefore, a MECHATRONICUML For-loop is
transformed to a While-loop. With a While-loop it is possible to model the same behavior.
The initializeExpression of the MECHATRONICUML For-loop that initializes the counter of
the loop is transformed before creating the While-loop. Afterwards, the While-loop is gen-
erated. The loopTest of the For-loop is transformed to the condition of the While-loop. Af-
ter that, the block of the For-loop and its contained expressions get transformed. Before end-
ing the While-loop with the keyword end, the counter of the loop is modified by the Matlab
expression generated from the countingExpression of the For-loop.

<<DEFINE e x p r e s s i o n FOR a c t i o n L a n g u a g e : : ForLoop >>
<<EXPAND e x p r e s s i o n FOR i n i t a l i z e E x p r e s s i o n > >; \ n

whi le <<EXPAND e x p r e s s i o n FOR l o o p T e s t > >\ n
<<EXPAND e x p r e s s i o n FOR block > >; \ n
<<EXPAND e x p r e s s i o n FOR c o u n t i n g E x p r e s s i o n > >; \ n
end

<<ENDDEFINE>>

Listing 4.1: Template for For-Loops

A further exception of transforming Action Language expressions to Matlab expressions
are Textual Expressions. The expressionText of a Textual Expression is taken without being
changed if the language of the Textual Expression is defined as ’embedded_matlab’ as shown
in the Xpand template in Lst. 4.2. Otherwise, the expression does not get transformed at all.

<<DEFINE e x p r e s s i o n FOR c o r e : : e x p r e s s i o n s : : T e x t u a l E x p r e s s i o n >>
<<IF l a n g u a g e == ’ embedded_mat lab ’>>
<< e x p r e s s i o n T e x t >>
<<ENDIF>>
<<ENDDEFINE>>

Listing 4.2: Template for Textual Expressions

4.2 Simulink EMF-Model

For understanding the TGG Transformation in Sect. 4.3, an understanding of the interme-
diate Simulink EMF-Model is required. The Simulink EMF-Model is a close representa-
tion of the MATLAB/Simulink model file structure in Java. It is an instance of the Ecore
meta-model [SBPM08] and can be used as a target model for the TGG Transformation. The
Simulink EMF-Model is divided into two parts: The Simulink model, described in Sect. 4.2.1,
and the model for Stateflow charts, described in Sect. 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.3: Simulink Model Basic Structure

4.2.1 Simulink Model

Figure 4.3 presents the basic structure of the Simulink EMF-Model. The SimulinkContainer
class is the top level element of the model. As the name indicates, it is a container for a set of
SimulinkFile objects. A SimulinkFile can either be a SimulinkModel or a SimulinkLibrary. The
difference between these two types is the type of file it represents. From a SimulinkModel,
a Simulink model file is created that can be simulated. From a SimulinkLibrary, a Simulink
library file is created that can not directly be simulated but acts as a library containing com-
monly used blocks.

Every SimulinkFile is a SubSystem and contains a set of Blocks. A Block is the main
building element of the model. It represents all visual blocks a Simulink model is build from,
e.g. Clocks, Delays, Ports or Functions. The different types of Blocks are omitted in Fig. 4.3,
but are later presented in Fig. 4.6.

One special type of block is a SubSystem. A SubSystem is used to group blocks and to
create a hierarchical structure in the model. Every block is contained in a SubSystem and has
a name that must be unique inside the scope of its parent SubSystem. It also has a global
unique fully qualified name that consists of the (fully qualified) name of its parents as well as
its own name, connected by a slash.

Since the Simulink EMF-Model is a mapping of the Simulink File Format, every Block is
an Element that contains a set of Parameters, while a Parameter is a simple key-value pair of
strings. This structure allows to have additional Parameters for a Block that are not directly
represented as attributes in the EMF-Model.

One important aspect in a Simulink model is the connection between blocks. Figure 4.4
presents the relevant parts of the Simulink EMF-Model. Every Block contains a set of Port-
Blocks. This can either be an InPortBlock, representing an incoming port, or an OutPortBlock,
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Figure 4.4: Simulink Model Ports And Lines

representing an outgoing port. Each port needs to have a defined type as well as an optional
dimension. Both attributes are direct mappings of Simulink signal properties.

For connecting two Blocks, a Line is used. It is an unidirectional connection from an outgo-
ing port of a Block to an incoming port of a Block. A Line references both, Block and PortBlock
of its source and target and is contained in a SubSystem.

One important aspect of the Simulink EMF-Model is the handling of In- and OutPortBlocks
in a Subsystem. Every PortBlock works as a gate between the inner contents of a Subsystem
and the outer elements of the model. Since a Line always connects an OutPortBlock with an
InPortBlock, a Subsystem can be connected to other Blocks via its In- or OutPortBlocks. But
inside the Subsystem, the connection is a little bit problematic. Since a incoming Line enters
the Subsystem via an InPortBlock, the Line that routes this incoming signal to an Block inside
the Subsystem, needs to connect that InPortBlock of the Subsystem and the InPortBlock of the
destination block. Because this is not allowed in the Simulink EMF-Model, it is required that
every InPortBlock in a Subsystem has an outgoing OutPortBlock and every OutPortBlock in a
Subsystem has an incoming InPortBlock. Without this workaround, it would not be possible
to model a signal that is routed through a Subsystem.

In Simulink, it is possible to route multiple signals over a single Line by using a so called
Bus. Figure 4.5 presents this aspect in the Simulink EMF-Model. A Bus is identified by a
name and bundles multiple signals. These signals are represented as a set of BusElements. A
BusElement has a unique name, a defined type and a dimension, just like an ordinary Port-
Block. To use a Bus, a Line simply references the adequate Bus.

To actually create a Line with a Bus associated, i.e. to bundle multiple Lines to a single Line,
a BusCreator is used. A BusCreator block has an arbitrary number of InPortBlocks and their
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Figure 4.5: Simulink Model Bus

corresponding incoming Lines and only one single OutPortBlock, from which an outgoing
Line references the Bus, the BusCreator is associated with.

The other way around, i.e. to pick a Line from a bundle of Lines, a BusSelector is used.
The BusSelector has a single InPortBlock, references a Bus and has an arbitrary number of
OutPortBlocks. Each of them represents one element of the Bus, identified by a matching
of the name of the OutPortBlock with the corresponding name of a BusElement. A Bus is
contained in a SimulinkFile and as such only available in the scope of this file.

Figure 4.6 presents an overview of all types of Blocks which are supported in the Simulink
EMF-Model. The EmbeddedMatlabFunction allows to embed user defined MATLAB func-
tions as blocks into the model. The source code of the function is defined as a simple text
string. To use the block in a model, it is mandatory that the incoming and outgoing ports of
the EmbeddedMatlabFunction directly match the name and order of the incoming and outgo-
ing parameters as they are defined in the source code of the function.

A DigitalClock outputs the time of the simulation at a specified sample time. It is defined to
have no incoming ports and only a single outgoing port. A Constant block emits a constant
value on its outgoing port. The value is specified as a string and needs to have a defined
type. The Constant block has no incoming port and only one single outgoing port. The
LibraryReference is a special block that references a Block which is contained in another
SimulinkFile. This allows to place a commonly used Block in a SimulinkLibrary and to use it
multiple times in another SimulinkFile. A LibraryReference shares its incoming and outgoing
ports with the referenced Block. A UnitDelay delays the signal of its connected Lines by one
sample period. It has exactly one incoming port and one outgoing port. The ZeroOrderHold
block converts a continuous signal to a discrete signal. It operates on a defined sampleTime
that is relative to the sample time of the overall simulation.
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Figure 4.6: Simulink Model Blocks

Finally, the MiscBlock is a placeholder for any other block that the Simulink EMF-Model
does not explicitly support. The type of the block is defined in the type attribute, while any
model specific attributes can be set as Parmeters to the block (as presented in Fig. 4.3).

4.2.2 Stateflow Model

Figure 4.7 presents the Stateflow EMF-Model. The entry class for the model is the Stateflow-
Machine. The StateflowMachine is basically a container for one or more charts residing in a
file.

For semantical reasons, a Chart is a subclass of a State, but defines additional Data objects
as inputs and outputs. These inputs and outputs are enable that a Chart can exchange data with
the Simulink model. This connection is described later in Fig. 4.8. A Data object consists of
a name, a defined type (shared with the Simulink EMF-Model), an optional initial value, and
a optional size definition, e.g. for arrays.

A State is the central class of the Stateflow EMF-Model. It creates a hierarchical structure
within a Chart by including a set of substates and referencing its parent state. To support
different types of states in the future (e.g. history or junction), a State references a Node
instead of a State as its children. A State has a name and a boolean attribute that indicates
whether it is an initial state or not. If a State contains nested states, the subStateType attribute
defines the execution semantics of these states. The SubStateType can be either executed in
parallel, so called AND states, or exclusively, OR states. The execution order for parallel
states is defined by the priority attribute of a state. In a simulation, states are executed in the
order of their ascending priorities.
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Figure 4.7: Stateflow Model
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States are connected via Transitions. A Transition is a unidirectional connection leaving
one state and entering another state. If there are multiple transitions between two states, the
priority attribute defines the order in which they are evaluated to find a transition to trigger. The
Transition references a set of Action objects as guards as well as actions. An Action by itself
is a simple textual expression which directly correlates to the MATLAB Action Language.
The guards define a set of expressions that all must be fulfilled for a Transition to trigger. If a
Transition triggers, all referenced Actions are executed in the order of their occurrence.

In addition, a Transition may also reference an Event. An Event is a synchronous broadcast
within a chart. It is sent by an Action and received by a Transition. If a Transition specifies an
Event, the Transition only fires if the Event has been sent by an Action in the same simulation
step. An Event is identified by a name and is contained in the top-most common parent of its
sender and receiver.

Actions can not only be used in Transitions, but also in States. A State references three
sets of actions: entryActions, duringActions, and exitActions. All entryActions are executed
as soon as a State has been entered. The duringActions are executed on every step of the
simulation, and the exitActions are executed if a state is exited. As the entry- and exitActions
are related to transitions, special caution needs to be taken for self-transitions. Due to the
Stateflow semantics, entry- and exitActions are not evaluated on self-transitions. It is defined
that in such a case a State is not entered or exited!

Next to States and Transitions, a Chart may also contain EmbeddedFunctions. A Embed-
dedFunction is a user defined MATLAB function that can be called from an expression in an
Action. It takes a set of Data objects as its input and output parameters, and may also contain
Data objects as constants and local variables. Since code for an EmbeddedFunction is de-
fined as simple text, it is important that the name, the inputs, and the outputs match the exact
signature of the function as it is defined in the code.

Figure 4.8: Stateflow Simulink Connection
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The connection between Charts from the Stateflow EMF-Model and Elements from the
Simulink EMF-Model is depicted in Fig. 4.8. A StateflowMachine is contained in a Simulink-
File. To include a Chart in the actual model, a special type of Block is used: a ChartBlock.
A ChartBlock resides in a Simulink SubSystem, but references a Stateflow Chart. To route
signals to the Chart, the ChartBlock is used. It needs to define InPortBlocks as incoming ports
and OutPortBlocks as outgoing ports (see Fig. 4.4). With these ports a ChartBlock can create
connections, i.e. Lines, to other blocks. Unfortunately, there is no direct reference between
the incoming and outgoing ports of a ChartBlock and the inputs and outputs of a Chart. As a
result, it is important that the name as well as the order of both, incoming ports and inputs and
outgoing ports and outputs, do exactly match.

4.3 TGG Transformation

In the following section, we describe the TGG transformation of an annotated
MECHATRONICUML model to a SimulinkEMF model in detail. The transformation of com-
ponent structures is described in Sect. 4.3.1. The behavior transformation is described in
Sect. 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Component Structure Transformation

In this subsection TGG rules that transform MECHATRONICUML component structures to
Simulink block diagrams are described. We picked some rules to show how the transformation
works. For these rules a TGG diagram is shown and described in detail. Other rules are
explained briefly without a diagram.

4.3.1.1 Transformation of the RootNode

Rule RootNode to SimulinkContainer (axiom)
The rule "fujaba2simulink", which is the the axiom of the TGG transformation, transforms
the RootNode of a MECHATRONICUML model into a SimulinkContainer. A correspondence
node RootNode2SimulinkContainer is generated, which gets a reference to the RootNode and
a reference to the SimulinkContainer.

4.3.1.2 Transformation of Model Element Categories

Rule Model Element Category of Components to SimulinkLibrary
In the rule "modElCat2simLib" (see Fig. 4.9) the ModelElementCategory with the key
"de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.muml.components.category" is transformed into a SimulinkLibrary
with the name "AtomicLibrary". This SimulinkLibrary is a container for SubSystems that were
generated from atomic components.
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Figure 4.9: Rule modElCat2simLib
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In the SimulinkLibrary a new Bus-object named "PacketBus" is generated. For the Packet-
Bus the six following BusElements are generated: from, to, msg, param, pkgid, time (see
Sect. 3.1). All BusElements have dimension 1 but they have different data types.
There exists only one SimulinkLibrary for atomic components and one "PacketBus" in a
SimulinkEMF-model. Thus, the correspondence node RootNode2SimulinkContainer has refer-
ences to this SimulinkLibrary and this Bus to distinguish them from other libraries and buses in
later rules. Furthermore, RootNode2SimulinkContainer has an atomCompLib-reference to the
SimulinkLibrary for atomic components; this reference is used e.g. in the rule "rtScCat2sfM"
(see Fig. 4.10). The reference to the mentioned Bus is called "packetBus", it is used e.g. in
the rule "discPort2ports(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.22).

Rule Model Element Category of Real-Time Statecharts to Stateflow Machine

Figure 4.10: Rule rtScCat2sfM

The rule "rtScCat2sfM" (see Fig. 4.10) transforms the ModelElementCategory with the key
"de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.muml.realtimestatechart.category" into a StateflowMachine, which
is saved in the SimulinkLibrary for atomic components. The StateflowMachine is a container
for all Stateflow Charts of the model.

4.3.1.3 Transformation of Real-Time Statecharts

Rule Real-Time Statechart to Stateflow Chart
As described in Sect. 4.2.2, a ChartBlock is a connector between Simulink and Stateflow. A
ChartBlock is contained in a SubSystem and has a reference to a Chart. For every Atomic-
Component a ChartBlock must be generated (see Fig. 4.14). At this point, the correspond-
ing Chart-object must already exist, such that the ChartBlock gets a reference to it. Thus, we
generate the Chart-objects before the transformation of AtomicComponent.

The rule "rtSc2chart" (see Fig. 4.11) generates the base of a Stateflow Chart out
of a RealtimeStatechart-object. It is necessary that this RealtimeStatechart-object con-
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Figure 4.11: Rule rtSc2chart
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tains an EAnnotation with the source "dataInit" and that this EAnnotation has a details-
entry. In this details-entry the String for the self-transition of the Data-Init-State is
saved (see Sect. 3.3.1); the String was generated in the MUML Analysis. Further-
more, the RealtimeStatechart-object must not be embedded in a region (OCL-Constraint
"fRtSc.embeddingRegion->size() = 0") and it can not be a Role-Statechart (OCL-Constraint
"not fRtSc.behavioralElement.oclIsTypeOf(muml::model::pattern::Role)").
First of all, a new Chart-object is generated. This Chart gets the name of the
RealtimeStatechart. Two EmbeddedFunction-objects are generated in the Chart: the "time"-
and the "reset"-function (see Sect. 3.3.7). The "time"-function has an input Data-object of type
DOUBLE named "clock" and an output Data-object of type UINT32 named "logicalTime". The
"reset"-function has one output Data-object of type DOUBLE named "clock".
The Chart contains a State named "chart" which is initial and which contains parallel states.
This State contains the Data-Init-State with its self-transition. The priority of the Data-Init-
State is set to 1. The self-transition has an Action-object whose expression is read from the
"dataInit"-details-entry.
Furthermore, the "chart"-State contains a State named "chartRegion" with priority 2. We
later assign elements that are generated from the RealtimeStatechart elements to this
"chartRegion"-State (see e.g. Fig. 4.31). To distinguish the "chartRegion"-State from other
States, the correspondence node FRtSc2Chart gets a sfChartRegion-reference to it.

Rule Create temporary variables in Stateflow Chart

Figure 4.12: Rule createTmpVariablesInSFChart

The rule "createTmpVariablesInSFChart" (see Fig. 4.12) creates local Data-objects of a
Stateflow-Chart. These local Data-objects are used as temporary variables for transition ac-
tions in Stateflow; their data type is DOUBLE. The RealtimeStatechart-object has an EAnno-
tation with the source "tmp_variables" which contains a details-entry for every temporary vari-
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able. The name of a variable, which is saved in such a details-entry, is used as the name for
the corresponding Data-object (OCL-Constraint "tmpVar.value"). This EAnnotation and its
details-entries with the names of the temporary variables are generated in the MUML Analy-
sis.

Rule Create Embedded Functions in Stateflow Chart

Figure 4.13: Rule createEFinSFChart

The Rule "createEFinSFChart" generates EmbeddedFunction-objects in a Stateflow Chart.
For every discrete port of a MECHATRONICUML atomic component there must exist three
embedded functions (checkQueue-, dequeue-, enqueue-functions) in the Stateflow Chart of
the corresponding subsystem (see Sect. 3.3.5). Figure 4.13 shows only one EmbeddedFunc-
tion-object (for the dequeue-function) with its inputs and outputs; the other two Embedded-
Function-objects are created analogously.
The RealtimeStatechart-object must have an EAnnotation with the source "EMF". This EAn-
notation has a details-entry for every discrete port of the corresponding atomic component (in
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the diagram this details-entry is named "port"). The key of this details-entry is the name of
the MECHATRONICUML port and the value is the buffer size of this port. This EAnnotation
with its details-entries are generated in the MUML Analysis.
The name of the EmbeddedFunction-object is composed of the port’s name and the
"_dequeue"-String (OCL-Constraint "port.key.concat(’_dequeue’)"). The name of the
MECHATRONICUML port must also be considered in the code of the fuction:

’function [evtQueue, paramQueue, parameter] = ’
.concat(port.key)
.concat(’_dequeue(event, evtQueueIn, paramQueueIn)....

For example, if the atomic component "Pong" has a discrete port "pong", in the Stateflow-
chart of the corresponding transformed SubSystem "Pong" there exists an embedded function
called "pong_dequeue" and its code begins with

"function [evtQueue, paramQueue, parameter] =
pong_dequeue(event, evtQueueIn, paramQueueIn)"....

The dequeue-EmbeddedFunction has some input and output Data-objects:

• Input "paramQueueIn" and ouput "paramQueue" have data type DOUBLE. Their size is
the buffer size of the MECHATRONICUML port (OCL-Constraints "port.value").

• Input "evtQueueIn" and output "evtQueue" have data type UINT8. Their size is two-
dimensional. The first value is the buffer size and the second value is 2 (OCL-Constraint
" ’[’.concat(port.value).concat(’,2]’) "). For example, if the buffer size of the port "pong"
is 10, then the size of the "evtQueueIn"- and "evtQueue"-objects is [10,2].

• Input "event" has data type UINT8.

• Output "parameter" has data type DOUBLE.

4.3.1.4 Transformation of Atomic Components

Rule Discrete Atomic Component to SubSystem
The rule "discAtomComp2atomSys" (see Fig. 4.14) transforms a software or hybrid Atomic-
Component into a SubSystem with the same name. The type of the component is checked in
the OCL-Contsraint:

"atomComp.componentType=component::ComponentKind::SOFTWARE_COMPONENT or
atomComp.componentType=component::ComponentKind::HYBRID_COMPONENT".
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Figure 4.14: Rule discAtomComp2atomSys
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This SubSystem gets a ChartBlock with an InPortBlock named "clockSignal". The SubSys-
tem gets also an InPortBlock named "clockSignal". There is a Line connecting the "clockSig-
nal"-port of the SubSystem with the "clockSignal"-port of the ChartBlock (see Fig. 3.3) . The
ChartBlock gets a chart-reference to the corresponding transformed Stateflow Chart (see rule
"rtSc2chart" in Fig. 4.11). Because of the "clockSignal"-port of the ChartBlock the corre-
sponding Chart must have an input Data-object named "clockSignal". The data type of this
Data-object is DOUBLE.

Rule Continuous Atomic Component to SubSystem
The rule "contAtomComp2atomSys" transforms a continuous AtomicComponent into a Sub-
System with the same name. Since the internal behavior of a MECHATRONICUML continu-
ous component is assumed to be specified in MATLAB/Simulink [BBB+12], no further con-
tent for this SubSystem is generated.

4.3.1.5 Transformation of Component Instance Configurations

Rule Component Instance Configuration to Simulink Model
The rule "instConfig2simMod" (see Fig. 4.15) transforms the ModelElementCategory with
the key ’de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.muml.instance.category’ and the ComponentInstanceCon-
figuration that was choosen by the user into the SimulinkModel with the whole communication
structure as described in Sect. 3.2.3.
Due to a better overview, some objects are left out in Fig. 4.15. These includes all Line-objects,
all objects witch represent graphical informations, some OCL-Constraints and some unimpor-
tant references.
The ComponentInstanceConfiguration has an EAnnotation with the source "CIC". The value
"true" of the details-entry "chosen" indicates that this ComponentInstanceConfiguration was
chosen by the user in the wizard. The value "true" of the details-entry "CommunicationStruc-
ture" indicates that this ComponentInstanceConfiguration contains at least one AssemblyIn-
stance between discrete ports. In this case the communication structure on the Simulink-side
must be generated.
In the SimulinkModel a BusCreator, a BusSelector and a SubSystem named "communication-
Switch" are generated. The "communicationSwitch"-SubSystem contains an EmbeddedMAT-
LABFunction and an UnitDelay-block. Figure 3.5 shows how these components are connected
with each other.
For the "bus of buses", which connects the CommunicationSwitch with the BusCreator
and BusSelector, a new Bus-object with the name "MainBus" is generated in the "atomic"
SimulinkLibrary. All Line-objects in this rule have a bus-reference to this Bus-object. The
BusElements for this Bus are generated in the rule seen in Fig. 4.30.
The correspondence node RootNode2SimulinkContainer gets a cic2ss-reference to the corre-
spondence node InstConfig2SimMod. This reference is used in later rules (see e.g. Fig. 4.27).
The correspondence node InstConfig2SimMod has a String attribute "compInstName". This
attribute is used to realize the concept of hierarchical names of structured components, as de-
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Figure 4.15: Rule instConfig2simMod
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scribed in Sect. 3.2.2. In this rule the attribute "compInstName" gets an empty String. It is
used in the later rules "structComp2subSys(noCS)" and "structComp2subSys" (see Fig. 4.16).

Rule Component Instance Configuration to Simulink Model (no
communication structure)
The rule "instConfig2simMod(noSC)" transforms the ModelElementCategory with the key
’de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.muml.instance.category’ and the ComponentInstanceConfiguration
that was choosen by the user into the SimulinkModel if this ComponentInstanceConfiguration
has no AssemblyInstances between discrete ports. This is indicated with the value "false"
of the details-entry "CommunicationStructure" in the EAnnotation with the source "CIC" that
belongs to the ComponentInstanceConfiguration.

4.3.1.6 Transformation of Structured Components

Rule Structured Component to nothing
The rule "structComp2nothing" just matches a StaticStructureComponent on the source side
such that this StaticStructureComponent-object can be used as context node in later rules.

Rule Structured Component Instance to SubSystem (no communication
structure)
The rule "structComp2subSys(noCS)" (see Fig. 4.16) transforms a StructuredComponentIn-
stance with its embedded ComponentInstanceConfiguration into a SimulinkLibrary, a SubSys-
tem and a LibraryReference. The new SubSystem is contained in the new SimulinkLibrary and
is the sourceBlock of the LibraryReference (see Sect. 3.2.2)
The StaticStructureComponent, which is the componentType of the StructuredComponentIn-
stance, was already matched in the rule "structComp2nothing", thus it can be used here as a
context node. In this rule ("structComp2subSys(noCS)") the embedded ComponentInstance-
Configuration contains no AssemblyInstances between discrete ports. This is indicated with
the value "false" of the details-entry "CommunicationStructure" of the EAnnotation with the
source "CIC" that belongs to the ComponentInstanceConfiguration. If the embedded Com-
ponentInstanceConfiguration contains at least one AssemblyInstance between discrete ports,
then the rule "structComp2subSys" is applied (see following paragraphs).
The StructuredComponentInstance must be contained in a ComponentInstanceConfiguration
that was transformed earlier. It can be an embedded ComponentInstanceConfiguration (then
the corresponding transformed object is SubSystem) or it can be the top-level ComponentIn-
stanceConfiguration (then the corresponding transformed object is SimulinkModel, which is
also a SubSystem (see Sect. 4.2.1)).
At this point it is important to understand the correspondence model. Figure 4.17 shows a part
of the correspondence model. There is a parent class CompInstConfig2SubSys which has i.a.
an instConfig-reference to a ComponentInstanceConfiguration and a subSys-reference to the
corresponding SubSystem (which can be a SimulinkModel). There are two child classes:
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Figure 4.16: Rule structComp2subSys(noCS)

Figure 4.17: Part of the correspondence model
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1. The class InstConfig2SimMod is used if the top-level ComponentInstanceConfiguration
is transformed into a SimulinkModel (see Fig. 4.15)

2. The class StructComp2SubSys is used if an embedded ComponentInstanceConfigura-
tion is transformed into a SubSystem (this rule)

The correspondence class RootNode2SimulinkContainer has a cic2ss-reference to the
CompInstConfig2SubSys-class. With the help of this reference you can navigate from a
RootNode2SimulinkContainer-node to all ComponentInstanceConfiguration-nodes and the
transformed SubSystem/SimulinkModel-nodes.

The concept of hierarchical names described in Sect. 3.2.2 is realized in this rule. As shown
in Fig. 4.15, we save in the correspondence node InstConfig2SimMod, which is a child class
of CompInstConfig2SubSys, an empty String for the attribute compInstName. Consider
the Fig. 3.7. If the rule "structComp2subSys(noCS)" is applied for the StructuredCompo-
nentInstance "a" contained in the top-level ComponentInstanceConfiguration, then the OCL-
Constraint "cic2subSys.compInstName.concat(compInst.name)" returns the String "a". Thus,
the new SubSystem and SimulinkLibrary each get the name "a". This name, concatenated with
an underscore ("a_") is saved in the attribute compInstName of the generated correspondence
node StructComp2SubSys.
If this rule is applied for a StructuredComponentInstance contained in an embedded
ComponentInstanceConfiguration (e.g. for the instance "b"), then the OCL-Constraint
"cic2subSys.compInstName.concat(compInst.name)" returns the String "a_b" and the new
SubSystem and SimulinkLibrary each get the name "a_b". In the correspondence node the
String "a_b_" is saved and so on.

Rule Structured Component Instance to SubSystem
The rule "structComp2subSys" works analogously as the rule "structComp2subSys(noCS)"
with the difference that the ComponentInstanceConfiguration of the transformed Structured-
ComponentInstance contains at least one AssemblyInstance between two discrete ports.
In this case, the same communication structure as in the rule "instConfig2simMod" (see
Fig. 4.15) and a new Bus-object in the new SimulinkLibrary are generated. The name of the
Bus-object is composed of the SimulinkLibrary’s name and a "_Bus"-String.

4.3.1.7 Transformation of Atomic Component Instances

Rule Discrete Atomic Component Instance to Library Reference
The rule "discAtomCompInst2libRef" (see Fig. 4.18) transforms a discrete AtomicCompo-
nentInstance into a LibraryReference with the same name. The sourceBlock of the LibraryRef-
erence is the SubSystem that was generated from the AtomicComponent that is the compo-
nentType of the AtomicComponentInstance. The container for the LibraryReference is the
SubSystem which was generated from the ComponentInstanceConfiguration containing the
AtomicComponentInstance. Furthermore, a DigitalClock with sample time 0.001 is generated
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Figure 4.18: Rule discAtomCompInst2libRef

in this SubSystem. There is a Line connecting the DigitalClock with the clock-InPortBlock of
the LibraryReference (see Sect. 3.2.3).

Rule Continuous Atomic Component Instance to Library Reference
The rule "contAtomCompInst2libRef" transforms a continuous AtomicComponentInstance
into a LibraryReference with the same name. The LibraryReference is stored in the SubSys-
tem that was generated from the ComponentInstanceConfiguration containing the continuous
AtomicComponentInstance.

4.3.1.8 Transformation of Ports and Port Instances

Rule LinkLayer
The rule "linkLayer" contains the LinkLayer structure. It is an abstract rule and is the refined
rule (see Sect. 2.3) of the rule "discPort2ports(card.1)", which is described in the next para-
graph.

Rule Discrete Port to Port Blocks
The rule "discPort2ports(card.1)" has a DiscretePort of an AtomicComponent on the source
side. The diagram of this rule is very large because there are many objects that must be
generated. Thus, we split it into several diagrams.

Figure 4.19 shows the first part of the rule. It contains a DiscretePort with an
EAnnotation on the source side. This EAnnotation with the source "DiscretePort"
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Figure 4.19: Rule discPort2ports(card.1) (I. part)
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has a details-entry with the key "bufferSize", which contains the buffer size of
the DiscretePort. The upper bound and the lower bound of the DiscretePort’s
cardinality must be 1 (OCL-Constraints "discPort.cardinality.upperBound.value=1" and
"discPort.cardinality.lowerBound.value=1"). The following objects are generated for the Sub-
System that was generated from the mentioned AtomicComponent (see Sect. 3.2.1.1):

• InPortBlock for the packet bus. The name of this InPortBlock is composed of the Dis-
cretePort’s name and the "_recv"-suffix.

• OutPortBlock for the packet bus. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of the
DiscretePort’s name and the "_send"-suffix.

• InPortBlock for the net address. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of the
DiscretePort’s name and the "_net_address"-suffix.

• InPortBlock for the receiver net address. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of
the DiscretePort’s name and the "_receiver_net_address"-suffix.

A new Port2Ports correspondence node with references to the DiscretePort and to the
four objects mentioned above is created. The data type of the net_address- and
receiver_net_address-InPortBlocks is UINT8.
Consider the context nodes ChartBlock, Chart and PacketBus; they are used in the next parts
of this rule.

Figure 4.20 shows the objects that are generated in the mentioned ChartBlock and
Chart. There are eight new PortBlocks for the ChartBlock and eight new Data-objects
for the Chart. These PortBlocks and Charts represent pairwise the message queues (see
Sect. 3.2.1.2). The names of these objects are composed of the DiscretePort’s name
and the corresponding Strings, like "ReadIn", "ParamReadIn" etc. (see e.g. the OCL-
Constraint "discPort.name.concat(’ReadIn’)"). The data type of PortBlocks and Data-objects
representing the event queues is UINT8, the data type of the parameter queues is DOU-
BLE. The size of Data-objects representing the event queues is two-dimensional. The first
value is the buffer size of the DiscretePort and the second value is 2 (OCL-Constraint
" ’[’.concat(buffer.value).concat(’,2]’) " where buffer is the name of the mentioned details-entry).
The size of Data-objects representing the parameter queues is the buffer size of the Dis-
cretePort (OCL-Constraint "buffer.value").

The abstract rule "linkLayer" is the refined rule of "discPort2ports(card.1)" thus all objects
contained in the rule "linkLayer" are created when "discPort2ports(card.1)" is applied. Some
objects must be modified. Figure 4.21 shows a part of "discPort2ports(card.1)" containing
the refined nodes (nodes which are contained in the rule "linkLayer" but also used in "disc-
Port2ports(card.1)").
The name of the SubSystem representing the LinkLayer is composed of the "LinkLayer "-
String and the DiscretePort’s name (OCL-Constraint "’LinkLayer ’.concat(discPort.name)").
Analogously to the Chart and ChartBlock, the LinkLayer gets eight new PortBlocks for the
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Figure 4.20: Rule discPort2ports(card.1) (II. part)
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Figure 4.21: Rule discPort2ports(card.1) (III. part)
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message queues. The dimension of PortBlocks representing event queues is the buffer size
of the DiscretePort and the dimension of PortBlocks representing parameter queues is again
two-dimensional with [buffer size, 2].
There are four generated Lines between the new PortBlocks of the SubSystem and the
LinkLayer:

• Line from the _recv-port of the SubSystem to the port_in-port of the LinkLayer. It gets
a bus-reference to the PacketBus. This Line is shown in Fig. 4.22.

• Line from the _send-port of the SubSystem to the port_out-port of the LinkLayer. It gets
a bus-reference to the PacketBus.

• Line from the net_address-port of the SubSystem to the net_address-port of the Lin-
kLayer.

• Line from the receiver_net_address-port of the SubSystem to the re-
ceiver_net_address-port of the LinkLayer.

There are eight Lines connecting the new PortBlocks of the ChartBlock with the corresponding
PortBlocks of the LinkLayer (see Fig. 3.3). Figure 4.22 shows exemplary a Line connecting the
ReadOut-port of the ChartBlock with the read_event_queue_in-port of the LinkLayer.

Figure 4.23 shows further refined nodes from the rule "linkLayer". The buffer size of the
transformed discrete port must be considered in the codes of the Embedded Functions ack-
Handler, sendPacket and receive. Furthermore, the dimensions value of the PortBlocks repre-
senting the event and parameter queues depend on the buffer size.

Rule Hybrid In-Port to InPort Block
The rule "hybInPort2inPort" (see Fig. 4.24) transforms an in-HybridPort of an AtomicCompo-
nent. This HybridPort must have a type-reference to a PrimitiveDataType-object. There are
several objects which are generated. The SubSystem, which was generated from the Atom-
icComponent, and the ChartBlock of this SubSystem each get an InPortBlock with the same
name as the HybridPort. Furthermore, a ZeroOrderHold-block is generated in the SubSys-
tem. The name of the ZeroOrderHold-block is the name of the HybridPort appended by the
"_ZeroOrderHold"-String. Its sample time is the sampling interval of the HybridPort divided
by 1000 (OCL-Constraint "hybInPort.samplingInterval.value/1000"). There is a Line connect-
ing the InPortBlock of the SubSystem with the ZeroOrderHold-block and a Line connecting
the ZeroOrderHold-block with the InPortBlock of the ChartBlock (see Fig. 3.3). The Chart,
which is referenced by the ChartBlock, gets a new Data-object named as the HybridPort.
The data type of InPortBlocks and the Data-object depends on the type of the HybridPort:

if (portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::INT or
portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::LONG)
then model::DataType::INT32
else if portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::DOUBLE
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Figure 4.22: Rule discPort2ports(card.1) (IV. part)
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Figure 4.23: Rule discPort2ports(card.1) (V. part)
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Figure 4.24: Rule hybInPort2inPort
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then model::DataType::DOUBLE
else if portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::BOOLEAN
then model::DataType::BOOLEAN
else if portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::SHORT
then model::DataType::INT16
else if portType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::BYTE
then model::DataType::INT8
else model::DataType::BOOLEAN
endif endif endif endif endif

Rule Hybrid Out-Port to OutPort Block
The rule "hybOutPort2outPort" transforms an out-HybridPort of an AtomicComponent. This
rule works analogously as "hybInPort2inPort" with the difference that no ZeroOderHold-block
is generated between the OutPortBlock of the SubSystem and the OutPortBlock of the Chart-
Block.

Rule Continuous In-Port to InPort Block
The rule "contInPort2inPort" transforms an "IN"-ContinuousPort of an AtomicComponent into
an InPortBlock of the corresponding SubSystem. This InPortBlock gets the same name and
data type as the ContinuousPort.

Rule Continuous Out-Port to OutPort Block
The rule "contOutPort2outPort" transforms an "OUT"-ContinuousPort of an AtomicCompo-
nent into an OutPortBlock of the corresponding SubSystem. This OutPortBlock gets the same
name and data type as the ContinuousPort.

Rule Discrete Single Port Instance to Constant Block
The rule "discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.25) has a DiscreteSinglePortInstance
of an AtomicComponentInstance on the source side. The DiscretePort, which is the port-
Type of the DiscreteSinglePortInstance, was transformed in the rule "discPort2ports(card.1)"
(see Fig. 4.19). The upper bound and the lower bound of the DiscretePort’s cardi-
nality must be 1 (OCL-Constraints "discPort.cardinality.upperBound.value=1" and "disc-
Port.cardinality.lowerBound.value=1"). The DiscreteSinglePortInstance must have an EAnno-
tation with the source "PortInstance". This EAnnotation has a details-entry with the key "ID",
which contains the ID of the port instance. These IDs are computed in the MUML Analysis.
On the Simulink-side a Constant-block with an OutPortBlock is generated (see Sect. 3.2.3).
The container of this Constant-block is the SubSystem that was generated from the Compo-
nentInstanceConfiguration containing the mentioned AtomicComponentInstance. The value
of the Constant-block is the ID of the port instance, its data type is UINT8. The name of this
Constant-block is composed of three elements:

1. Name of the LibraryReference which was generated from the mentioned AtomicCom-
ponentInstance (see rule "discAtomCompInst2libRef" in Fig. 4.18)
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Figure 4.25: Rule discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)
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2. Name of the DiscreteSinglePortInstance

3. "_net_address"-String

There is a Line-object connecting the Constant-block with the net_address-port of the Li-
braryReference/SubSystem (this Line-object was left out in the figure because of better clar-
ity).
For every DiscreteSinglePortInstance a new correspondence node Port2Ports must be gener-
ated. This correspondence node gets references to the In- and OutPortBlocks that were gen-
erated for the mentioned DiscretePort (see Fig. 4.19). Furthermore, it gets a reference to the
new Constant-block. These references are necessary to transform the connectors (see e.g. the
rule "assemblyInst2line(2_discPorts)" in Fig. 4.27).

Rule Discrete Single Port Instance to nothing (no Port ID)
The rule "discPortInst2nothing(card.1)(noPortID)" matches a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of
an AtomicComponentInstance. The difference to the rule "discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)"
is that this port instance has no ID. This is indicated with the value "noID" of the details-entry
with the key "ID", which belongs to the EAnnotation with the source "PortInstance". This is
the case if this DiscreteSinglePortInstance belongs to an embedded AtomicComponent and is
connected through a DelegationInstance with a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of the containing
StructuredComponent. In this case no Constant blocks are generated. A new Port2Ports
node with all necessary references, as shown in the rule "discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)"
(see Fig. 4.25), must be still generated.

Rule Continuous In-Port Instance to nothing
The rule "contInPortInst2nothing" matches an "IN"-ContinuousPortInstance of an AtomicCom-
ponent. A new Port2Ports node with a reference to the InPortBlock that was generated from
the corresponding ContinuousPort is created.
The TGG node which represents the ContinuousPortInstance has the value true for the "Match
Subtype"-attribute in this rule. Since ContinuousPortInstance is a super type of HybridPortIn-
stance in the MECHATRONICUML meta-model, this rule also matches HybridPortInstances.

Rule Continuous Out-Port Instance to nothing
The rule "contOutPortInst2nothing" matches an "OUT"-ContinuousPortInstance of an Atomic-
Component. A new Port2Ports node with a reference to the OutPortBlock that was generated
from the corresponding ContinuousPort is created.
The TGG node which represents the ContinuousPortInstance has the value true for the "Match
Subtype"-attribute in this rule. Since ContinuousPortInstance is a super type of HybridPortIn-
stance in the MECHATRONICUML meta-model, this rule also matches HybridPortInstances.

Rule Discrete Port Instance to Ports (in Structured Component)
The rule "discPort2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.26) has a DiscreteSinglePortIn-
stance of a StructuredComponentInstance on the source side. The DiscretePort-object, which
is the portType of this DiscreteSinglePortInstance, is represented with a reusable node in the
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Figure 4.26: Rule discPort2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)
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diagram. Thus, it can be used several times. The upper bound and the lower bound of the Dis-
cretePort’s cardinality must be 1 (OCL-Constraints "dp.cardinality.upperBound.value=1" and
"dp.cardinality.lowerBound.value=1"). The DiscreteSinglePortInstance must have an EAnno-
tation with the source "PortInstance". This EAnnotation has a details-entry with the key "ID",
which contains the ID of the port instance (these IDs are computed in the MUML Analy-
sis). The mentioned StructuredComponentInstance with the StructuredComponent that is
the componentType of the instance was transformed in rule "structComp2subSys" or "struct-
Comp2subSys(noCS)" (see Fig. 4.16) into a SubSystem and a LibraryReference.
When this rule is applied, following objects are generated for the mentioned SubSystem:

• InPortBlock for the packet bus. The name of this InPortBlock is composed of the Dis-
cretePort’s name and the "_recv"-suffix.

• OutPortBlock for the packet bus. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of the
DiscretePort’s name and the "_send"-suffix.

• InPortBlock for the net address. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of the
DiscretePort’s name and the "_net_address"-suffix.

• InPortBlock for the receiver net address. The name of this OutPortBlock is composed of
the DiscretePort’s name and the "_receiver_net_address"-suffix.

Furthermore, a Constant-block with an OutPortBlock is generated in the SubSystem contain-
ing the mentioned LibraryReference. The value of this Constant-block is the ID of the Dis-
creteSinglePortInstance. Its data type is UINT8 and its name consists of several parts:

1. Name of the LibraryReference

2. Underscore

3. Name of the DiscretePort

4. "_net_address"-String

There is a Line-object connecting the Constant-block with the net_address-port of the Sub-
System (this Line-object was left out in the figure because of better clarity).
Analogously to the rule "discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.25) a new correspon-
dence node Port2Ports with all necessary references must be generated.

Rule Discrete Port Instance to Ports (in Structured Component) (no Port ID)
The rule "discPort2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)(noPortID)" works analogously as "disc-
Port2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)" with the difference that the transformed DiscreteSingle-
PortInstance has no ID. This is indicated with the value "noID" of the details-entry with the
key "ID", which belongs to the EAnnotation with the source "PortInstance". This is the case if
this DiscreteSinglePortInstance belongs to an embedded Component and is connected through
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a DelegationInstance with a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of the containing StructuredCompo-
nent. In this case no Constant-blocks are generated.

Rule Continuous In-Port Instance to InPort Block (in Structured Component)
The rule "conInPort2inPort(inStructComp)" matches an "IN"-ContinuousPortInstance of a
StructuredComponent and generates a new InPortBlock for the SubSystem which was gen-
erated from this StructuredComponent. The name of the new InPortBlock is composed of the
ContinuousPortInstance’s name, a colon and the ContinuousPort’s name.

Rule Continuous Out-Port Instance to OutPort Block (in Structured
Component)
The rule "conOutPort2outPort(inStructComp)" matches an "OUT"-ContinuousPortInstance of
a StructuredComponent and generates a new OutPortBlock for the SubSystem which was
generated from this StructuredComponent. The name of the new OutPortBlock is composed
of the ContinuousPortInstance’s name, a colon and the ContinuousPort’s name.

4.3.1.9 Transformation of Connectors

Rule Assembly Instance to Lines (two Discrete Ports)
The rule "assemblyInst2line(2discPorts)" (see Fig. 4.27) has an AssemblyInstance on the
source side. It is contained in a ComponentInstanceConfiguration which was transformed
into a SubSystem in an earlier rule. This SubSystem contains a BusCreator and a BusSelec-
tor. If this rule is applied, the BusCreator gets two new InPortBlocks and the BusSelector gets
two new OutPortBlocks.
The AssemblyInstance has a source DiscreteSinglePortInstance and a target DiscreteSingle-
PortInstance. These DiscreteSinglePortInstances were transformed in earlier rules, these
could be:

• "discPortInst2constBlock(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.25) or

• "discPortInst2nothing(card.1)(noPortID)" or

• "discPort2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)" (see Fig. 4.26) or

• "discPort2ports(inStructComp)(card.1)(noPortID)"

Thus, both source and target DiscreteSinglePortInstances each are connected via a Port2Ports
correspondence node i.a. to an InPort- and an OutPortBlock, to the net_address-Constant-
block and to the receiver_net_address-InPortBlock.
There are four new generated Line-objects (see Sect. 3.2.3):

• A Line from the source OutPortBlock to a new BusCreator-InPortBlock

• A Line from a new BusSelector-OutPortBlock to the source InPortBlock
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Figure 4.27: Rule assemblyInst2line(2_discPorts)
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• A Line from the target OutPortBlock to a new BusCreator-InPortBlock

• A Line from a new BusSelector-OutPortBlock to the target InPortBlock

All these Lines get bus-references to the packet Bus object. The references are left out in the
figure because of a better overview.
Furthermore, Constant-blocks for receiver_net_addresses must be generated in the SubSys-
tem. The blocks-references from the SubSystem are also left out in the figure.
There is a new Constant-block which is connected with a Line-object to the
receiver_net_address-InPortBlock of the source port structure. Its value is the net_address
of the target port structure (OCL-Constraint "targetConst.value", where "targetConst" is the
net_address-Constant-block of the target port structure). Its data type is UINT8. The name of
the Constant-block is composed of several elements:

• Name of the source LibraryReference

• Underscore

• Name of the source DiscreteSinglePortInstance

• ’_receiver_net_address’-String

The target receiver_net_address-Constant-block is created analogously.

The new correspondence node and some references are left out in the figure because of a
better overview.

Rule Assembly Instance to Lines (one Discrete Port)
The rule "assemblyInst2line(1_discPort)" transforms an AssemblyInstance between two
DiscreteSinglePortInstances where these DiscreteSinglePortInstances have the same Dis-
cretePort as portType. This is a special case; the remaining functionality of the rule is the
same as "assemblyInst2line(2discPorts)".

Rule Assembly Instance to Line (two Continuous Ports)
The rule "assemblyInst2line(2_contPorts)" transforms an AssemblyInstance between two
ContinuousPortInstances in a Line between the corresponding InPortBlock and OutPortBlock.
The TGG nodes that represent the ContinuousPortInstances have the true-values for the
"Match Subtype"-attributes in this rule. Since ContinuousPortInstance is a super type of Hy-
bridPortInstance in the MECHATRONICUML meta-model, this rule also works for Assem-
blyInstances between HybridPortInstances.

Rule Delegation to Lines (between Discrete Ports)
The rule "delegation2line(discPorts)" (see Fig. 4.28) transforms a DelegationInstance. This
DelegationInstance has as source a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of a StructuredComponentIn-
stance and as target a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of an AtomicComponentInstance or a Struc-
turedComponentInstance (see Fig. 4.29).
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Figure 4.28: Rule delegation2line(discPorts)
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Figure 4.29: Visualization of a DelegationInstance
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These DiscreteSinglePortInstances were transformed in earlier rules. Thus, for both Dis-
creteSinglePortInstances there exists a Port2Ports correspondence node which is connected
to the bus-InPortBlock, bus-OutPortBlock, net_address-InPortBlock and receiver_net_address-
InPortBlock.
There are four generated Lines. Each Line connects a PortBlock of the upper Structured-
Component with the equivalent PortBlock of the embedded Component, e.g. the net_address-
InPortBlock of the upper StructuredComponent is connected with the net_address-InPortBlock
of the embedded Component.
The bus-Lines have bus-references to the packet-Bus. These references, and also the corre-
spondence node, are left out in the figure because of better overview.

Rule Delegation to Lines (between Discrete Ports) 2
The rule "delegation2line(discPorts)2" transforms a DelegationInstance. This DelegationIn-
stance has as source a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of an embedded Atomic- or Structured-
ComponentInstance and as target a DiscreteSinglePortInstance of the upper StructuredCom-
ponentInstance. This rule works alalogously as the rule "delegation2line(discPorts) (see
Fig. 4.28)".

Rule Delegation to Lines (between Continuous In-Ports)
The rule "delegation2line(contInPorts)" transforms a DelegationInstance between two "IN"-
ContinuousPortInstances into a Line between the corresponding InPortBlocks.

Rule Delegation to Lines (between Continuous Out-Ports)
The rule "delegation2line(contOutPorts)" transforms a DelegationInstance between two
"OUT"-ContinuousPortInstances into a Line between the corresponding OutPortBlocks.

Rule Create Bus Elements
The rule "createBusElements" (see Fig. 4.30) creates BusElement-objects for the Bus-objects
which represent the buses connecting CommunicationSwitch with BusCreator and BusSelec-
tor (see e.g. rule "instConfig2simMod" in Fig. 4.15 where such a Bus-object is generated).
The rule searches for a SubSystem with a BusCreator. This SubSystem
was generated from a ComponentInstanceConfiguration. The OCL-Constraint
"(bus.elements->size())<(busCreator.incomingLines->size()) checks whether the number of
the BusElements of the mentioned "bus of buses" is less than the number of Lines entering
the BusCreator. If this is the case, this rule is applied.

4.3.2 Behavior Transformation

In the following section, the TGG transformation of MECHATRONICUML Real-Time State-
chart to Stateflow Charts is described. Like in Sect. 4.3.1, for each model element like regions,
transitions and synchronizations, at least one TGG rule is described in detail with its TGG di-
agram. There are also model elements for which several rules exists which cover different
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Figure 4.30: Rule createBusElements

cases but transforming the same element. These alternatives of a rule are listed and shortly
described in a table.

4.3.2.1 Transformation of States, Regions and Transitions

Rule State to State
The rule "scState2sfState" (see Fig. 4.31) transforms a State that is contained in the top-level
Real-Time Statechart to a Stateflow State. The parent state of the generated Stateflow State
becomes the parallel state "chartRegion". The name and whether the state is an initial state
are taken from the MECHATRONICUML State. If the MECHATRONICUML State contains at
least two regions, the states contained in the Stateflow State become parallel states, otherwise
they become exclusive states (OCL-Constraint "if scState.regions->size() > 1 then SubState-
Type::PARALLEL else SubStateType::EXCLUSIVE endif"). Table 4.4 shows the alternatives
of this rule.

Rule Region to Parallel State
If a MECHATRONICUML State contains more than one Region (OCL-Constraint
"scState.regions->size() > 1"), the rule "scRegion2sfParallel" (see Fig. 4.32) generates a State-
flow State out of the Region of the state and its associated Real-Time Statechart. The name of
the generated Stateflow State is taken from the MECHATRONICUML Region and its priority is
computed from the priority of the MECHATRONICUML Region. Thereby, the highest priority
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Figure 4.31: Rule scState2sfState

Rule Condition
1. scState2sfState The transformed state is contained in the top-level Real-

Time Statechart.
2. scState2sfStateInReg The transformed state is contained in the Real-Time Stat-

echart of a region. The state that contains the region has
> 1 regions.

3. scState2sfStateIn1Region The transformed state is contained in the Real-Time Stat-
echart of a region. The state that contains the region has
exactly one region.

Table 4.4: Alternatives: State to State
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Figure 4.32: Rule scRegion2sfParallel

value changes to the lowest priority value and vice versa (OCL-Constraint "scState.regions-
>size() - scRegion.priority +1").

Rule Transition to Transition
If a MECHATRONICUML Transition has no Synchronization (OCL-Constraint
"scTrans.synchronization -> size() = 0 or scTrans.synchronization -> exists(scTrans.syn- chro-
nization.syncChannel.oclIsUndefined())") the rule "scTrans2sfTrans" (see Fig. 4.33) trans-
forms the Transition into a Stateflow Transition. The States that were transformed out of
the source and target MECHATRONICUML State become the source and target States of
the newly created Stateflow Transition. Like the priority of States, the priority of Transi-
tions is computed from the priority of the MECHATRONICUML Transition (OCL-Constraint
"scStateOut.outgoingTransitions->size() - scTrans.priority +1"). Table 4.5 shows the alterna-
tives of this rule.

4.3.2.2 Transformation of Attributes and Operations

Rule Attribute to Data Variable
The rule "scAttribute2sfDataInReg" (see Fig. 4.34) transforms an Attribute of a Real-Time
Statechart of a Region into a Stateflow Data-object in the corresponding state, if the
Attribute is not of type String (OCL-Constraint "not(scAttrType.oclAsType(muml::model::
core::PrimitiveDataType).primitiveType = muml::model::core::PrimitiveTypes::STRING)").
The OCL-Constraint for the attribute "type" assigns the corresponding Stateflow data-type
of the MECHATRONICUML data-type to the Stateflow Data-object as shown in Tab. 3.1. The
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Figure 4.33: Rule scTrans2sfTrans
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Rule Condition
1. scTrans2sfTrans The transformed transition is contained in the top-

level Real-Time Statechart.
2. scSelfTrans2sfSelfTrans The transformed transition is a self-transition and

is contained in the top-level Real-Time Statechart.
3. scTrans2sfTransInReg The transformed transition is contained in the

Real-Time Statechart of a region. The state that
contains the region has > 1 regions.

4. scSelfTrans2sfSelfTransInReg The transformed transition is a self-transition and
is contained in the Real-Time Statechart of a re-
gion. The state that contains the region has > 1
regions.

5. scTrans2sfTransIn1Reg The transformed transition is contained in the
Real-Time Statechart of a region. The state that
contains the region has exactly one region.

6. scSelfTrans2sfSelfTransIn1Reg The transformed transition is a self-transition and
is contained in the Real-Time Statechart of a re-
gion. The state that contains the region has exactly
one region.

Table 4.5: Alternatives: Transition to Transition
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Figure 4.34: Rule scAttribute2sfDataInReg
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Rule Condition
1. scAttribute2sfDataInReg The transformed attribute is contained in the Real-Time

Statechart of a region.
2. scAttribute2sfDataNoReg The transformed attribute is contained in the top-level

Real-Time Statechart.

Table 4.6: Alternatives: Attribute to Data Variable

OCL-Constraint for the attribute "value" assigns the corresponding default value for the State-
flow data-type of the MECHATRONICUML data-type to the Stateflow Data-object. Table 4.6
shows the alternatives of this rule.

Rule Operation to Embedded Function

Figure 4.35: Rule scOperationChart2sfEmbMatFunc

The rule "scOperationChart2sfEmbMatFunc" (see Fig. 4.35) creates an EmbeddedFunc-
tion for every MECHATRONICUML Operation if the Operation-object has an EAnnotation
with the key "ActionLanguage" and a details-entry with the key "matlab". The value of this
details-entry contains the expression code generated by the Expression Analysis as described
in Sect. 4.1. This value is assigned to the "code" attribute of the EmbeddedFunction-object.
Table 4.7 shows the alternatives of this rule.

Rule Operation Parameter to Input Parameter
Every Operation can have a set of Parameters. Rule "scOpParameter2sfEmbMatFuncInput"
(see Fig. 4.36) transforms a Parameter and its PrimitiveDataType into a Stateflow input Data-
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Rule Condition
1. scOperationChart2sfEmbMatFunc The transformed operation is contained in the

top-level Real-Time Statechart.
2. scOperation2sfEmbMatFunc The transformed operation is contained in the

Real-Time Statechart of a region.

Table 4.7: Alternatives: Operation to Embedded Function

Figure 4.36: Rule scOpParameter2sfEmbMatFuncInput
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object of the corresponding EmbeddedFunction. As described in the rule for transforming a
Real-Time Statechart Attribute (see Sect. 4.3.2.2), the data-type and default-value are com-
puted by OCL-Constraints to get the corresponding Stateflow data-type and default-value of
an MECHATRONICUML data-type.

Rule Operation Type to Output Parameter

Figure 4.37: Rule scOpType2sfEmbMatFuncOutput

The returnType-PrimitiveDataType of an Operation is transformed into an out-
put Data-object of the coressponding EmbeddedFunction by the rule "scOp-
Type2sfEmbMatFuncOutput" (see Fig. 4.37). The name of the created Data-object is cre-
ated by concatenating the name of the Operation with the String "Out" (OCL-Constraint
"scOperation.name.concat(’Out’)"). Additionally, the data-type and default value are set
by evaluating the OCL-Constrains for the attributes "type" and "value" as described in
Sect. 4.3.2.2.

4.3.2.3 Transformation of Actions and Guards

Rule Entry Event to Entry Action
To all Actions that contain an Expression, the Expression Analysis adds an EAnnotation with
the source "ActionLanguage" and creates a details-entry with the key "matlab". This details-
entry stores the Matlab code that was generated from the Expressions of the Action. The rule
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Figure 4.38: Rule scEntryEvent2sfEntryAction

Rule Condition
1. scEntryEvent2sfEntryAction The transformed event is an entry event.
2. scExitEvent2sfExitAction The transformed event is an exit event.

Table 4.8: Alternatives: Entry Event to Entry Action

"scEntryEvent2sfEntryAction" (see Fig. 4.38) transforms the MECHATRONICUML Action of
an EntryEvent into a Stateflow entry-Action of the State that was generated from the MECHA-
TRONICUML State that contains the EntryEvent. The value of the details-entry is assigned
to the Expression-attribute of the newly created Action (OCL-Constraint "scDetails.value").
Table 4.8 shows the alternatives of this rule.

Rule Entry Event Self-Transition to Transition Action
If a MECHATRONICUML State that contains an Entry-Event has a Self-Transition, the rule
"scEntryActionSelfTrans2sfTransAction" (see Fig. 4.39) generates an Stateflow Action from
the Action of the Entry-Event for the corresponding Stateflow Self-Transition (see Sect. 3.3.8).
The Expression-attribute of the Stateflow Action gets the value of the details-entry of the
EAnnotation generated by the Expression Analysis assigned. Table 4.9 shows the alternatives
of this rule.
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Figure 4.39: Rule scEntryActionSelfTrans2sfTransAction

Rule Condition
1. scEntryActionSelfTrans2sfTransAction The transformed action is an entry

action and contains expressions.
2. scExitActionSelfTrans2sfTransAction The transformed action is an exit ac-

tion and contains expressions.
3. scEntryClockResetSelfTrans2sfTransAction The transformed action is an entry

action and contains a clock reset.
4. scExitClockResetSelfTrans2sfTransAction The transformed action is an exit ac-

tion and contains a clock reset.

Table 4.9: Alternatives: Entry Event Self-Transition to Transition Action
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Rule Transition Action to Action

Figure 4.40: Rule scTransAction2sfAction

As described in Sect.4.3.2.3, the Expression Analysis adds an EAnnotation to every Action.
If the Action is contained in a Transition, rule "scTransAction2sfAction" (see Fig. 4.40) adds a
Stateflow Action to the related Stateflow Transition and assigns the Matlab code stored in the
details-entry to the expression-attribute of the new Action (OCL-Constraint "scDetails.value").

Rule Guard to Guard

This rule (see Fig. 4.41) transforms a MECHATRONICUML Guard into a Stateflow guard-
Action. If a MECHATRONICUML Transition has a guard, an EAnnotation with the source "Ac-
tionLanguage" and a details-entry with the key "matlab" is added by the Expression Analysis
presented in Sect. 4.1. The Value of the details-entry contains the Matlab code that was gen-
erated by the Expression Analysis. This code is added as the Expression of the new created
Stateflow Action-object.

Out of one MECHATRONICUML Transition more than one Stateflow Transition may get
created, if it contains a sending Synchronization (see Sect. 4.3.2.4). Therefore, the OCL-
Constraint "not(sfTrans.guard ->exists(v|v.expression = scDetails.value))" ensures that the rule
is only applied once for every Stateflow Transition.
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Figure 4.41: Rule scGuard2sfGuard

Figure 4.42: Rule scSyncChannel2sfSignal
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4.3.2.4 Transformation of Synchronizations

Rule Synchronization Channel to Signal
The rule "scSyncChannel2sfSignal" (see Fig. 4.42) generates an Event-object in a Stateflow
State out of a SynchronizationChannel of the related MECHATRONICUML State. The new
created Stateflow Event gets the name of the SynchronizationChannel assigned.

Rule Receiving Synchronization

Figure 4.43: Rule scSyncReceive2sfSyncReceive

The rule "scSyncReceive2sfSyncReceive" (see Fig. 4.43) transforms the re-
ceiving part of a Synchronization (OCL-Constraint "scSync.kind = realtimestate-
chart::SynchronizationKind::RECEIVE"). This includes the creation of several objects.
In the Stateflow State that was generated from the MECHATRONICUML parent-State
of the Region that contains the Synchronization, a Data-object of type "BOOLEAN"
is created if it does not exist yet. Its name concatenates the name of the Synchro-
nizationChannel, the string "Available" and the name of the Region (OCL-Constraint
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Rule Condition
1. scSyncReceive2sfSyncReceive The transition that receives the synchro-

nization is contained in a region of a state
that has > 1 regions.

2. scSyncReceive2sfSyncReceive_SelfTrans The transition that receives the synchro-
nization is a self-transition and is con-
tained in a region of a state that has > 1
regions.

3. scSyncReceive2sfSyncReceiveIn1Reg The transition that receives the synchro-
nization is contained in a region of a state
that has exactly one region.

4. scSyncRec2sfSyncRecIn1Reg_SelfTrans The transition that receives the synchro-
nization is a self-transition and is con-
tained in a region of a state that has ex-
actly one region.

Table 4.10: Alternatives: Receiving Synchronization

"scSyncCh.name.concat(’Available’).concat(scRegion.name.substring(1,1).toUpper()).concat
(scRegion.name.substring(2,scRegion.name.size()))").

The Transition that contains the receiving Synchronization is transformed into a State-
flow Transition with its computed Priority (OCL-Constraint "scStateOut.outgoingTransitions-
>size() - scTrans.priority +1"). In the source-State of this Stateflow Transition an entry-Action
that sets the Data-object to "true" (OCL-Constraint "sfSyncData.name.concat(’ = true’)") and
an exit-Action that sets the Data-object to "false" (OCL-Constraint "sfSyncData.name.concat(’
= false’)") are added. Table 4.10 shows the alternatives of this rule.

Rule Sending Synchronization
The rule "scSyncSend2sfSyncSend" (see Fig. 4.44) deals with the sending of Synchroniza-
tions (OCL-Constraint "scSync.kind = realtimestatechart::SynchronizationKind::SEND"). For
every Region that contains a Transition with a receiving Synchronization of a specific Synchro-
nizationChannel, the MUML Analysis adds one EAnnotation with a reference to the receiving
Region to the Transition that sends the Synchronization of the specific SynchronizationChan-
nel. This rule is applied once for every EAnnotation.

It follows that for all receiving Regions one Stateflow Transition is generated from
the sending MECHATRONICUML Transition. Its assigned priority (OCL-Constraint
"scAnnDetails.value.toInteger()") is computed in the MUML Analysis and stored in the
details-entry of the EAnnotation. A guard-Action is added to the Stateflow Tran-
sition. It checks whether the synchronization-Data-object (see Sect. 4.3.2.4) was
set to true (OCL-Constraint "scSyncCh.name.concat(’Available’).concat(scRefReg.name.-
substring(1,1).toUpper()).concat(scRefReg.name.substring(2,scRefReg.name.size()))"). Ad-
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Figure 4.44: Rule scSyncSend2sfSyncSend
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Rule Condition
1. scSyncSend2sfSyncSend The transition that sends the synchro-

nization is contained in a region of a
state that has > 1 regions.

2. scSyncSend2sfSyncSend_SelfTrans The transition that sends the synchro-
nization is a self-transition and is con-
tained in a region of a state that has > 1
regions.

3. scSyncSend2sfSyncSendIn1Reg The transition that sends the synchro-
nization is contained in a region of a
state that has exactly one region.

4. scSyncSend2sfSyncSendIn1Reg_SelfTrans The transition that sends the synchro-
nization is a self-transition and is con-
tained in a region of a state that has ex-
actly one region.

Table 4.11: Alternatives: Sending Synchronization

ditionally, an Action-object is added to the Transition that sends the Event that was gener-
ated from the SynchronizationChannel (see Sect. 4.3.2.4) to the Stateflow State that rep-
resents the associated Region (OCL-Constraint "’send(’.concat(scSyncCh.name).concat(’,
’).concat(scRefReg.name).concat(’)’)"). Table 4.11 shows the alternatives of this rule.

4.3.2.5 Transformation of Asynchronous Messages

Rule Message Type to Constant
The MUML Analysis defines for every combination of a MessageType and one of its Param-
eters (or only for a MessageType if it has no Parameter) an ID that is stored in an EAnnota-
tion with the source "msgID". This annotation is added to the Parameter or Message Type.
The rule "scMessageType2sfConstRecInterf" (see Fig. 4.45) generates a constant-Data-object
in the Stateflow Chart for every combination of MessageType and Parameter in a Receiver-
MessageInterface.

The name of the Stateflow constant-Data-object concatenates the string "EVT_"
with the name of the MessageType and the name of the Parameter (OCL-Constraint
"’EVT_’.concat(scMessageType.name).concat(’_’).concat(scMessagePara.name).toUpper()").
The type is set to "UINT32" (OCL-Constraint "model::DataType::UINT32") and the com-
puted ID is stored as the values of the constant (OCL-Constraint "msgID.value"). The OCL-
Constraint "not(chart.constant->exists(v |v.value = msgID.value ))" ensures that every constant
is only created once. Table 4.12 shows the alternatives of this rule.
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Figure 4.45: Rule scMessageType2sfConstRecInterf
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Rule Condition
1. scMessageType2sfConstRecInterf The message interface of the trans-

formed message type is a receiver inter-
face and the message type has parame-
ters.

2. scMessageType2sfConstRecInterfNoPara The message interface of the trans-
formed message type is a receiver inter-
face and the message type no parame-
ters.

3. scMessageType2sfConstSendInterf The message interface of the trans-
formed message type is a sender inter-
face and the message type has parame-
ters.

4. scMessageType2sfConstSendInterfNoPara The message interface of the trans-
formed message type is a sender inter-
face and the message type no parame-
ters.

Table 4.12: Alternatives: Message Type to Constant

Figure 4.46: Rule scAsyncSend2sfAsyncSendEnd
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Rule Sending Asynchronous Message to Enqueue
The rule "scAsyncSend2sfAsyncSendEnd" (see Fig. 4.46) creates a Stateflow Action for the
sending of an AsynchronousMessageEvent as described in Sect. 3.3.5. To every MECHA-
TRONICUML Transition that sends an AsynchronousMessageEvent, an EAnnotation is added
that has a reference to the DiscretePort it is send from and contains a details-entry with the
key "send". This entry stores the Matlab code for sending the Message. The code is cre-
ated by the MUML Analysis. This code gets assigned to the Expression-attribute of the cre-
ated Stateflow Action. To ensure that the rule is applied only once for every raised Asyn-
chronousMessageEvent, the OCL-Constraint "not(sfTransIn.action->exists(v|v.expression =
annotation.value))" is added.

Rule Receiving Asynchronous Message to Checkqueue

Figure 4.47: Rule scAsyncRecGuard2sfGuard

To every MECHATRONICUML Transition that receives an AsynchronousMessageEvent, an
EAnnotation with a reference to the DiscretePort from which the message is received is added.
The EAnnotation contains two details-entries. One details-entry has the key "receive". It stores
the generated Matlab code for checking if a message of the specific type was send to the port.
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Rule Condition
1. scClockChart2sfDataVariable The transformed clock is contained in the top-level

Real-Time Statechart.
2. scClockReg2sfDataVariable The transformed clock is contained in the Real-Time

Statechart of a region.

Table 4.13: Alternatives: Clock to Data Variable

The associated Stateflow Transition contains a new guard-Action. To this Action the Matlab
code is added to the Expression-attribute.

The second details-entry has the key "dequeue" and contains the Matlab code for
assigning the values for all parameters to temporal variables (see Sect. 3.3.5). This
code is assigned to the Expression-attibute of a new created Action-object. The OCL-
Constraint "not(sfTransIn.guard->exists(v|v.expression = guardAnnotation.value))" ensures
that the guard-Action and the Action are only created once.

4.3.2.6 Transformation of Clocks

Rule Clock to Data Variable

Figure 4.48: Rule scClockChart2sfDataVariable

The rule "scClockChart2sfDataVariable" (see Fig. 4.48) transforms a MECHATRONICUML
Clock of the top-level Real-Time Statechart into a Stateflow Data-object of the related State-
flow Chart. The Data-object gets the same name as the Clock, the type "DOUBLE" and the
default-value "0.0". Table 4.13 shows the alternatives of this rule.
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Rule Clock Constraint to Guard

Figure 4.49: Rule scClockConstraint2sfGuard

Rule "scClockConstraint2sfGuard" (see Fig. 4.49) generates a Stateflow guard-Action from
a ClockConstraint and adds it to the related Stateflow Transition. The OCL-Constraint for
assigning a value to the Expression-attribute of the created Stateflow Action concatenates a call
of the "time"-function with the Stateflow clock-Data-object (see Sect. 4.3.2.6), the operator of
the Clock Constraint and the value of the boundNaturalNumber. The other OCL-Constraint
guarantees that the Stateflow Action is only created once.

Rule Clock Reset to Action
The rule "scClockReset2sfClockReset" (see Fig. 4.50) transforms the reset of a Clock
of a Transition into a Stateflow Action of the related Stateflow Transition. The OCL-
Constraint "not(scClock.name.concat(’=reset()’)" assigns the value of the "reset"-function (see
rule "rtSc2chart", Fig. 4.11) to the clock Data-object. Additionally, the OCL-Constraint
"not(sfTrans.action->exists(v|v.expression = scClock.name.concat(’=reset()’)))" guarantees to
apply the rule only once for every reset of a Clock.
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Figure 4.50: Rule scClockReset2sfClockReset

Rule Condition
1. scEntryEvClockReset2sfEntryAction The transformed clock reset is an entry ac-

tion.
2. scExitEvClockReset2sfExitAction The transformed clock reset is an exit event.

Table 4.14: Alternatives: Entry Action Clock Reset to Entry Action

Rule Entry Action Clock Reset to Entry Action
This rule transforms a ClockReset of an state-EntryEvent into a Stateflow entry-Action added
to the associated Stateflow State. As described in Sect. 4.3.2.6, the resetting of the Clock is
done by assigning the value of the "reset"-function to the clock Data-object. Table 4.14 shows
the alternatives of this rule.

Rule Invariant
If the state does not already exist, the rule "scInvariant2sfInvErrorState" (see Fig. 4.52) gen-
erates a new State and a new Stateflow Transition out of an invariant-ClockConstraint. The
new Stateflow State is an error State named "Inv_Error" that is added to the State that
represents the Real-Time Statechart that contains the MECHATRONICUML State with the
invariant-ClockConstraint. Furthermore, a Stateflow Transition is added. Its source State is
the State that was generated from the MECHATRONICUML State that contains the invariant-
ClockConstraint. The target State is the newly created error State. To this Transition a Guard
is added. The Expression is a concatenation of calling the "time"-function with the clock
Data-object as the parameter, the inverse of the Clock Constraint Operator and the value of the
bound-NaturalNumber of the invariant-ClockConstraint. Table 4.15 shows the alternatives of
this rule.
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Figure 4.51: Rule scEntryEvClockReset2sfEntryAction

Rule Condition
1. scInvariant2sfInvErrorState The state that contains the transformed in-

variant is contained in a region. The state
that contains the region has > 1 regions.

2. scInvariant2sfInvErrorState_1Reg The state that contains the transformed in-
variant is contained in a region. The state
that contains the region has > 1 regions.

Table 4.15: Alternatives: Invariant
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Figure 4.52: Rule scInvariant2sfInvErrorState
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4.4 Post Transformation Model Enhancement

After performing the TGG transformation, the generated Simulink EMF-model requires three
enhancements (see Fig. 4.53) for enabling code generation as described in Sect. 4.5. First,
we perform a layout of the Simulink model and add the resulting positions and sizes of the
Simulink blocks to the Simulink EMF-model as described in Sect. 4.4.1. The layout signif-
icantly increases the readability of the generated model. Second, the transition actions in a
Stateflow Chart need to be reordered such that sending an event is the last expression in the
generated list of expressions as described in Sect. 4.4.2. Third, we perform a layout of the
Stateflow Chart. This step is crucial because position and size of states have semantics by
defining whether one state is embedded in another one 4.4.3.

Transition Action 
Ordering

Simulink Layouter

Simulink EMF-Model

Annotated
Simulink EMF Model

Annotated
Simulink EMF-Model

Post Transformation Modification

Stateflow Layouter

Figure 4.53: Post Transformation Modification

4.4.1 Simulink Layouter

The transformed SimulinkEMF model contains graphical information only for
CommunicationSwitch- and LinkLayer-blocks because this information is generated in the
TGGs. All remaining blocks have no graphical information. Thus, the model must be layouted
after the transformation such that each block gets position and size values.

Simulink Layouter performs a simple layout by applying the following steps:

1. First of all, the maximum number of ports of all SubSystems contained in SimulinkLi-
braries is computed. All blocks gets the same height depending on this number. The
block width is a constant value.
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2. Blocks in the atomic SimulinkLibrary are placed line by line with a constant number of
blocks in one line.

3. SubSystems that were generated from discrete atomic components get a layout as shown
in Fig. 3.3. The height of the Stateflow ChartBlock depends on the number of ports the
corresponding SubSystem has. Its width is a constant just as the size of the LinkLayer-
blocks.

4. SubSystems that were generated from continuous Atomic Components contains only In-
and OutPortBlocks. The InPortBlocks are placed in the left column, the OutPortBlocks
are placed in the right column.

5. SubSystems which represent Component Instance Configurations (this could be the
main Component Instance Configuration as well as Structured Components) are lay-
oted as follows: the contained blocks are divided into two columns with the Commu-
nicationSwitch, BusCreator and BusSelector between them. If the SubSystem contains
no communication structure, the contained are still divided into two columns for better
overview.

4.4.2 Reordering of Transition Actions

The second step of the post transformation model enhancement is the reordering of transition
actions. As described in Sect. 3.3.6, the MECHATRONICUML concept of synchronization
channels is mapped to signals in Stateflow. If a transition action in Stateflow sends a signal,
the execution of the action is interrupted and the receiving transition is executed. Since the
MECHATRONICUML semantics define that transition action of the sending transition needs
to be executed completely before the transition action of the receiving transition, the resulting
send call in Stateflow has to be the last expression in the generated list of actions.

For technical reasons, the TGG Interpreter is not able to ensure the correct ordering of
elements in a list. Therefore, we need to reorder the list of actions in a post-precessing step
and avoid incorrect behavior. The reordering of transition actions collects all transitions in a
StateflowMachine. After that, it analyzes each transition and, if it contains a send call, it
moves the call to the end of the action list. All other actions are remain unchanged.

4.4.3 Stateflow Layouter

The Stateflow Layouter is used to create a layout for the charts in the Stateflow part of the
Simulink EMF-Model. It creates position and size parameters for charts, states, embedded
functions and transitions. These parameters are needed for the Model-2-Text Transformation
described in Sect. 4.5, because the Stateflow Tooling does not respect the hierarchy of states
which is stored in the MATLAB/Simulink Model file. Instead, it computes the hierarchy based
on the position and size of the states in a chart. If these parameters are not given, Stateflow is
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not able to open and simulate a chart. As such, creating a layout for the charts in the Simulink
EMF-Model is a mandatory step in the whole transformation process.

Although there are valid layout parameters for the source chart in the MECHATRONICUML
Model, the Stateflow Layouter does not reuse them. The problem is that these layout param-
eters are not part of the MECHATRONICUML Model, but instead are saved in a different dia-
gram file. Separating the graphical information from the actual content of a model allows to
have multiple views for specific parts of the model, e.g. different layouts for the same chart,
but is problematic for an automatic transformation. Asking the user to select a diagram file for
every chart in the model is not reasonable for realistic size models. It may even happen that
no diagram file exists for a model. Since we didn’t found a good solution to solve this issue,
we decided to not reuse the original layout parameters, but instead use the Graphviz library2

to create a completely new layout for all charts. Fig. 4.54 presents the individual steps of the
activity.

Graphviz Execution

Graphviz Generator

Graphviz Parser

Stateflow EMF Model

Annotated 
Stateflow EMF Model

DOT File

Stateflow EMF-Model 

Annotated
DOT File

Stateflow Layouter

Figure 4.54: Stateflow Layouter

Both, the input and the output of the Stateflow Layouter is a Stateflow EMF-Model, while
the output model is enhanced with additional layout parameters. The activity is subdivided
into three steps. In the first step, the Graphviz Generator creates a mapping of a chart to the
DOT file format based on the Stateflow EMF-Model. This mapping contains all states, tran-
sitions, and embedded functions from the SimulinkEMF-Model. In the next step, the State-
flow Layouter executes the Graphviz executable with the generated DOT file as an input. The
Graphviz executable performs the actual layouting process and annotates the DOT file with
layout information. Graphiz allows the user to select an algorithm from a set of algorithms
for the actual layout procedure. The Stateflow Layouter uses the fdp algorithm, because it is
able to handle transitions between states which contain substates. The default dot algorithm

2Graphviz - Graph Visualization Software, http://www.graphviz.org
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is not able to handle these. The resulting file is parsed in the last step again and the layout
information is copied to the Stateflow EMF-Model.

4.5 Model-2-Text Transformation

The Model-2-Text Transformation transforms instances of the Simulink EMF-Model, de-
scribed in Sect. 4.2, to MATLAB/Simulink Model files. The MATLAB/Simulink File Format
is a textual format which combines Simulink models and Stateflow charts. The transformation
by itself uses Xpand3, a language which is specialized on code generation for EMF-Models.
The following section describes in Sect. 4.5.1 the transformation of the Simulink part of the
EMF-Model and in Sect. 4.5.2 the transformation of the Stateflow part of the EMF-Model.

4.5.1 Simulink Transformation

The following section presents the transformation of the Simulink EMF-Model to MAT-
LAB/Simulink Models. In Sect. 4.5.1.1, the Simulink File Format is introduced, while in
Sect. 4.5.1.2, the code generation is described in detail.

4.5.1.1 File Format

The Simulink File Format is a simple structured textual format. It consists of parameters and
sections. Parameters are key-value pairs while sections are used to group these parameters.
Sections most often have a special keyword standing in front of them and can be nested.
Listing 4.3 shows the basic frame of the Simulink File Format for a minimal Simulink file
without any actual content.

Model {
Name " Minimal "
Array {

Type " Handle "
Dimension 1
Simulink . Conf igSet {

$Objec t ID 1
}
PropName " C o n f i g u r a t i o n S e t s "

}
Simulink . Conf igSet {

$PropName " A c t i v e C o n f i g u r a t i o n S e t "
$Objec t ID 1

}
B l o c k D e f a u l t s {
}
A n n o t a t i o n D e f a u l t s {

3Eclipse Xpand, http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/
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}
L i n e D e f a u l t s {
}
BlockParameterDefaul t s {
}
System {

Name " Minimal "
}

}

Listing 4.3: Minimal Simulink Model

The file starts by defining an outer section called Model. Inside the section, the name of the
model is defined by the parameter with the key Name and the value "Minimal". As a con-
vention, this name should be equal to the actual file name. The next six nested sections Ar-
ray, Simulink.ConfigSet BlockDefaults, AnnotationDefaults, LineDefaults, BlockParameterDe-
faults, contain some configuration parameters and default values, which are not used in the
Code Generation, but have to be present in the file. The actual content of the model resides in
the System section. In the example, this section is empty except of a Name parameter which
should be equal to the Name parameter of the outer Model section. In the following section,
the System section will be filled with some content.

In Simulink, the basic elements that a model consists of are called blocks. The behavior of
the whole model is defined by the individual blocks as well as the connection between them.
Typical blocks are for example Constant blocks, subsystems, clocks, or scopes.

Block {
BlockType C o n s t a n t
Name "C1"
SID 3
Value " 1 "

}

Listing 4.4: Source code for a Constant
block

C1

1

Figure 4.55: Visual representation of a
Constant block

A Constant block emits a constant signal of a defined value. Listing 4.4 shows the source
code for a Constant block. In general, a block is a section marked by the keyword Block.
Inside the section is a set of parameters defining the properties of that particular block. In
the example, the BlockType parameter defines the block to be a Constant block. The Name
parameter defines the name of the block, while the SID parameter is a unique integral identifier
inside the Model section. At last, the Value parameter defines the value of the signal emitted
by the block.

The parameters inside any block can be grouped into two categories: Common parameters
which are valid for any type of block and specific parameters which can only used for a single
type of block. Typical common parameters for a block are BlockType, the type of a block,
Name, the name of a block, and SID, the unique identifier. Specific parameters are, e.eg., in a
Constant block the Value parameter which defines the value of the emitted signal.
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An important block in Simulink is the Subsystem block. A subsystem is used to group
blocks and to create a hierarchy in the model.

Block {
BlockType SubSystem
Name " S1 "
SID 1
P o r t s [ 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
System {

Name " S1 "
Open o f f
Block {

BlockType I n p o r t
Name " In "
SID 2
P o r t " 1 "

}
}

}

Listing 4.5: Source code for Subsystem
with a port

S1

In

Figure 4.56: Visual representation of a
Subsystem with a port

Listing 4.5 presents the code for a subsystem containing one incoming port. The subsystem
contains the same common parameters as the Constant block in Lst. 4.4, but with different
values. In addition, the Subsystem block contains a specific parameter Ports which lists the
number of ports for this subsystem. In the example, there is one incoming port, no outgoing
port, no enable port, and no trigger port. In the next lines, the subsystem contains a nested
section called System. This sections contains the common Name parameter, which needs to be
equal to the name of the outer block, and a specific parameter Open, which tells the Simulink
User Interface whether it should display a window containing the contents of that subsystem
or not. At last, the System section contains all block which are contained in the subsystem.
In the example, the subsystem contains only one single incoming port. The port has the usual
common parameters and one specific parameter Port which defines the index of this port in
the list of incoming port of its contained block. In the example it is the first incoming port in
the subsystem.

The connections between blocks in Simulink are realized by lines. A line connects an
outgoing port of a block with an incoming port of another port.

Line {
SrcBlock "C1"
S r c P o r t 1
DstBlock " S1 "
D s t P o r t 1

}

Listing 4.6: Source code for a line

S1

In

C1

1

Figure 4.57: Visual representation of a line
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Listing 4.6 shows the code for a line connecting the Constant block from Lst. 4.4 with the
SubSystem from Lst. 4.5. In Simulink, a Line is unidirectional and only contains specific
parameters. The SrcBlock parameter references the name of the source block of the line.
The SrcPort indicates the index of the outgoing port, as defined by the Port parameter of any
incoming or outgoing port. Both, DstBlock and DstPort do the same for the target block and
target port of the line. Although, there is actually no port defined in the code of the Constant
block in Lst. 4.4, the Line is still valid, because it is a convention that a Constant block has
one outgoing port with an index of 1.

Another important block in Simulink is the Reference block. Simulink allows a model to be
split into different files. A Reference block is used to reuse a block from a model in another
file.

Block {
BlockType R e f e r e n c e
Name "D1"
SID 4
SourceBlock

" M i n i m a l L i b r a r y / D1"
SourceType " D i g i t a l C l o c k "
P o r t s [ 0 , 1 ]

}

Listing 4.7: Source code for a Reference
block

D1

12:34

Figure 4.58: Visual representation of a a
Reference block

Listing 4.7 presents the code for a block which references a block from another model
file. The block contains the typical common parameters, but more important are the specific
parameters. The SourceBlock contains the fully qualified name of the block it references. The
fully qualified name consists of the name of the model file, omitting the file extension, as well
as the name of the block inside the file. In the example, the block references a block with the
name D1 which resides in the file named MinimalLibrary.mdl. The SourceType parameter is a
copy of the BlockType parameter of the referenced block, while the Ports parameter lists the
incoming and outgoing ports of the referenced block. A Reference block can be used in the
same way as if the referenced block would by in the place.

One thing to note about the Simulink File Format is that the numbering of sequences is
one-based, i.e. the first element of an array or list has the index 1. Since typical programming
languages and technologies used in this transformation, e.g. Java, EMF, and Xpand, use a
zero-based numbering, special care needs to be taken to ensure the correctness of the generated
indices in the Simulink file.

4.5.1.2 Code Generation

Since the Simulink EMF-Model presented in Sect. 4.2.1 has been designed to directly repre-
sent the internal structure of the Simulink file format, the code generation uses an straight for-
ward approach. Basically, for every element of the source EMF-Model, the code generation
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creates a block section in the Simulink file. The parameter BlockType is most often used as the
class name of the element from the EMF-Model, while the other parameters are taken from
the attributes of the element as well as any additional parameters listed. Every section in a
Simulink file needs the SID parameter as an identifier which is a positive integer. Because the
identifiers in the EMF-Model are not integers, new identifiers are generated and the original
identifiers are stored in a Tag parameter, which is used to store additional data.

The code generation follows a strict top-down approach. It starts with a SimulinkContainer
and creates a Simulink Model File for every SimulinkModel and SimulinkLibrary contained in
the SimulinkContainer. Within these files, the code generation creates the SubSystem ele-
ments, incoming and outgoing ports, the remaining Block elements, and finally all Lines con-
necting the contained blocks. The same approach is recursively used for all SubSystem ele-
ments to ensure that all blocks within the EMF-Model are generated.

For most elements from the EMF-Model the code generation only performs the creation of a
single section in the Simulink File Format. But for ChartBlocks, EmbeddedMatlabFunctions,
Buses, and Lines the Code Generation process is more complex.

In the EMF-Model, the ChartBlock is a single Block with a reference to a Chart. But in
the Simulink file format, the representation of a Chart block is different. A Chart block is
represented as a special circuit which is contained in a Subsystem block and hidden under a
mask. Figure 4.59 shows the external representation of a block containing a chart that has two
inputs and two outputs. If a user clicks on the block, the referenced chart opens. But internally,
the block is represented as a Subsystem which contains the circuit presented in Fig. 4.60.

Chart

in1

in2

out1

out2

Figure 4.59: External Chart Representation
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Figure 4.60: Internal Chart Representation

The input and output ports of the subsystem are connected to a S-Function block. An
additional output of this function is connected to a Demux block, which is again connected
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to a Terminator block. To ensure that Simulink recognizes a block referencing a Chart, the
code generation needs to exactly rebuild this special circuit. In addition, it needs to define a
set of parameters on the Subsystem to create a mask of the type Stateflow chart.
Tag " S t a t e f l o w S−F u n c t i o n Minimal 1 "

Listing 4.8: Reference to a Stateflow chart

The chart by itself is only referenced in the Tag parameter of the S-Function block inside
the special circuit. Listing 4.8 presents an example of a Tag parameter referencing a Stateflow
chart. The parameter states that it references a Stateflow chart which can be found in the file
named Minimal[.mdl] and has an index of 1.

Similar to ChartBlocks, EmbeddedMatlabFunctions are also not represented as a single
block containing the source code of the function. Instead, a EmbeddedMatlabFunction in
the Simulink File Format is internally represented as a chart. Figure 4.61 presents such a
chart. The chart contains only a single state and an initial transition. If the transition fires,
a function named eML_blk_kernel is called. This function contains the original source code
of the EmbeddedMatlabFunction. For Simulink to recognize this EmbeddedMatlabFunction,
the code generation needs to generate exactly the described chart and also reference it in the
model by creating the same special circuit which is needed to reference a chart. The distinction
whether such a circuit references a function or a chart, is done based on a type parameter of
the chart. If it is of type EML_CHART, it is a function, if no type parameter is given, it is an
ordinary chart.

eM 

eML_blk_kernel()

{eML_blk_kernel ();}

Figure 4.61: Internal EmbeddedMatlabFunction Representation

Another aspect in which the Simulink EMF-Model differs from the Simulink file format is
the handling of the Line elements. In the EMF-Model it is possible to have multiple lines leav-
ing an OutPortBlock, but only a single line to enter an InPortBlock. This allows to broadcast a
single signal from one outgoing port to multiple incoming ports. In the Simulink file format,
the same behavior is possible, but there is only a single line allowed between two ports. The
connection to the other ports is realized by so called branches which are part of the original
line. For creating these branches, the code generation collects all Line elements that leave a
port and creates a line section for the first element and branches for the remaining elements.
To prevent a Line element to be used in multiple branches it is marked as soon as it is as
processed.

The last complex aspect of the code generation is the handling of Bus elements. In the
Simulink file format, a Bus is not an integral part of the model, but instead stored in a separate
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file. A Bus file is in a binary format and as such not easy to read or write. To generate a
Bus, the code generation does not use Bus files directly, but uses different approach. Simulink
allows to reference scripts in their model files which are executed when the model file has
been loaded. These scripts may contain arbitrary commands of the MATLAB language and as
such are able to do almost any action in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. To generate a
bus, the code generation uses this script mechanism to create a script file which creates a bus,
including all elements, and references it in the Simulink file to be executed when the model
has been loaded.

%BusElement ( ’ from ’ , ’ u i n t 8 ’ , 1 , )
BusElements ( 1 ) = S im u l in k . BusElement ;
BusElements ( 1 ) . Name = ’ from ’ ;
BusElements ( 1 ) . DataType = ’ u i n t 8 ’ ;

%BusElement ( ’ to ’ , ’ u i n t 8 ’ , 1 , )
BusElements ( 2 ) = S im u l in k . BusElement ;
BusElements ( 2 ) . Name = ’ t o ’ ;
BusElements ( 2 ) . DataType = ’ u i n t 8 ’ ;

%BusElement ( ’ msg ’ , ’ u i n t 1 6 ’ , 1 , )
BusElements ( 3 ) = S im u l in k . BusElement ;
BusElements ( 3 ) . Name = ’msg ’ ;
BusElements ( 3 ) . DataType = ’ u i n t 1 6 ’ ;

%Bus ( ’ PacketBus ’ )
Packe tBus = S i mu l i n k . Bus ;
Packe tBus . E lemen t s = BusElements ;
c l e a r BusElements ;

Listing 4.9: Generating a bus

Listing 4.9 presents an example of a script which generates a bus. The bus is named ”Pack-
etBus“ and has three elements. The script is divided into four parts. The first three parts gen-
erate a element of the bus, while the last part generates the bus by itself. The comments above
each part list the value of element attributes as they are given in the EMF-Model.

4.5.2 Stateflow Transformation

The following section presents the transformation of the Stateflow EMF-Model to MAT-
LAB/Simulink Models. In Sect. 4.5.2.1, the Stateflow file format is introduced, while in
Sect. 4.5.2.2, the code generation is described in detail.

4.5.2.1 File Format

The Stateflow file format has the same the textual structure as the Simulink file format. The
only difference is that all parameter keys are written in lower case and there is no nested section
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hierarchy. For both cases, the outermost Stateflow section is the only exception. Listing 4.10
shows the basic structure of the Stateflow File Format.

S t a t e f l o w {
machine {

i d 2
name " Minimal "
f i r s t T a r g e t 1
s f V e r s i o n 71014000.00001
i s L i b r a r y 0

}
i n s t a n c e {

i d 9
name " Minimal "
machine 2
char t 3

}
chart {

[ . . . ]
}
t a r g e t {

i d 1
name " s f u n "
d e s c r i p t i o n " D e f a u l t S i mu l i nk S−F u n c t i o n T a r g e t . "
machine 2
l inkNode [2 0 0]

}
}

Listing 4.10: Minimal Stateflow Model

The Stateflow section contains four nested sections. The machine and the target section
are tightly coupled by the two parameters firstTarget and machine. These sections are always
required as they work as a container for all charts in the file. The machine section contains
the important parameter sfVersion. It is not only an indication of the Stateflow version used to
create the file, but also enables specific properties that are needed for the simulation, e.g. the
support for variable-size arrays in a chart. The next pair of sections are the chart and instance
section. The chart section contains the actual definition of a chart while the instance section
represents an instance of that particular chart. For every chart, at least one instance is required.

char t {
i d 3
name " Minimal "
machine 2
c h a r t F i l e N u m b e r 1
viewObj 3
d e c o m p o s i t i o n CLUSTER_CHART
t r e e N o d e [0 4 0 0]
f i r s t D a t a 5
f i r s t T r a n s i t i o n 6
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d i s a b l e I m p l i c i t C a s t i n g 1
}

Listing 4.11: Chart

The source code for a chart is shown in Lst. 4.11. The chart section first defines an id pa-
rameter that uniquely identifies that chart inside the Stateflow section. The name parameter
represents the name of the chart, while the machine parameter links to the machine section
in Lst. 4.10. The chartFileNumber parameter indicates the index of the chart in the current
file. This index is important because it is used as a reference to a ChartBlock in Simulink
(see Lst. 4.8). The next three parameters are used as a link to different elements which are
contained inside this chart. The treeNode parameter is a structure that creates an implicit hi-
erarchy. It consists of four identifiers which are references to a parent element, the first child
element, the previous sibling, and the next sibling. In the example, the chart contains a state
with the id 4. Next to the treeNode hierarchy of states, a chart also references its first data
object, by the firstData parameter, as well as the first transition by the firstTransition parameter.
At last, the disableImplicitCasting parameter is set to allow the usage of datatypes other than
double.

A chart contains states. These states are not nested inside the chart section, but instead are
listed in the file next to the chart section. Listing 4.12 shows the source code for a state.
s t a t e {

i d 4
c h a r t 3
t r e e N o d e [3 0 0 0]
l a b e l S t r i n g " s t a r t "
d e c o m p o s i t i o n CLUSTER_STATE
t y p e OR_STATE
p o s i t i o n [ 6 9 . 0 8 43 .683 5 4 . 0 3 6 . 0 ]

}

Listing 4.12: State

The state section also contains an id parameter as an identifiers and a chart parameter refer-
encing the parent chart. The treeNode parameter has the same structure as the one described
in a chart and only references the parent chart. The labelString parameter contains the name of
the state, but can also be used to define different types of actions (described in Sect. 4.5.2.2).
The next two parameters define the execution semantics of the state as well as its children.
The decomposition parameter defines all contained states in this state to be executed exclu-
sively (OR states), while the type parameter defines this state to be an OR state, too. The last
parameter position defines the visual appearance of that state. It lists its x and y position as
well as its width and height.

In Stateflow, the connections between states are realized by transitions. Listing 4.13 shows
the source code for a transition between two states.
t r a n s i t i o n {

i d 6
c h a r t 3
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l a b e l S t r i n g " [ c o n d i t i o n ] "
l inkNode [3 0 0]
e x e c u t i o n O r d e r 0
l a b e l P o s i t i o n [ 4 0 . 2 7 1 0 0 4 85 .997 7 2 . 0 8 . 0 ]
m i dP o i n t [ 9 3 . 9 4 2 5 0 5 9 5 . 1 4 1 4 9 5 ]
d a t a L i m i t s [ 9 2 . 9 7 3 94 .912 79 .963 1 1 0 . 3 2 ]
s r c {

i d 4
i n t e r s e c t i o n [3 0 1 0 94 .912 79 .963 0 0]

}
d s t {

i d 8
i n t e r s e c t i o n [1 0 −1 0 92 .973 110 .32 0 0]

}
s l i d e {
}

}

Listing 4.13: Transition

Just like a state, the transition section also contains an id as well as a chart parameter. The
labelString parameter lists the condition which is needed to evaluate to true for the transition
to fire as well as different types of actions (described in Sect. 4.5.2.2). The linkNode parameter
is similar to the treeNode parameter in a state, but misses the link to the first child. It only lists
the parent, the previous sibling, and the next sibling. If multiple transitions are leaving a state,
the executionOrder defines the order in which the transitions are executed and evaluated which
one fires. Transitions with a lower executionOrder number are executed before transitions
with higher numbers. The next three parameters are required for the visual appearance of the
transition. The labelPosition parameter defines the position of the labelString parameter. It
lists its x and y position as well as its width and height. The midPoint parameter defines a
point in the middle of the transition, i.e. between its source and target, while the dataLimit
parameter defines a bounding box around all the elements of the transition. It lists the lower
left corner as well as the upper right corner of the box. The next two sections define the
source as well as the target of the transition. Both reference a state by their id parameter, but
also define the visual anchor point for the transition at the border of the states. The complete
format of the intersection parameter is unknown, but on the fifth and sixth position, it lists the
x and y position of the anchor point for the transition.

The last element inside the Stateflow section are the data sections. These sections are used
to define the inputs and outputs of a chart, but are also used for variables and constants inside
a chart. Listing 4.14 presents the code for a data element.
data {

i d 5
name " c o n d i t i o n "
l inkNode [3 0 0]
machine 2
da taType " b o o l e a n "
scope LOCAL_DATA
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props {
i n i t i a l V a l u e " t r u e "

}
}

Listing 4.14: Data

The data section contains the typical id parameter as well as a name parameter containing
the name of the element. The linkNode parameter is the same as in a transition and links to
the parent, the previous sibling, and the next sibling. The machine parameter references the
machine section that the data element is contained in. The remaining parameters define the
actual semantics of the data element. The dataType parameter defines the data type of the
element. The scope parameter defines the type of the element, i.e. an input, an output, a
constant, or a variable. In the example, the data element represents a local variable. At last,
the props section defines some additional properties, e.g. the initialValue parameter contains
the initial value of the variable.

4.5.2.2 Code Generation

We designed the Stateflow EMF-Model to be a direct representation of the Stateflow File
Format. As such, the code generation basically needs to create a section in the file for every
element in the model. The only difference between the EMF-Model and the File Format is the
hierarchy of elements. In contrast to the EMF-Model, the File Format only has a flat hierarchy
and does not allow nested sections. Instead, the hierarchy of a chart and its contained states are
implicitly represented via the two parameters treeNode and linkNode described in the previous
Sect. 4.5.2.1. Although, there is a representation of hierarchy in a chart stored in the Stateflow
file format, it is not taken into account in the actual tooling. Instead, the hierarchy used by the
tooling is based on the layout parameters of the states, i.e. their position and size. As a result,
the layout procedure introduced in Sect. 4.4.3 is required for Stateflow to open and simulate a
chart.

As in the Simulink code generation, the Stateflow code generation also stores the identifiers
of the elements of the EMF-Model in a tag parameter. The identifiers for the sections in the
file format are newly generated, but independent of the identifiers of the Stateflow sections as
they are allowed to overlap.

The Stateflow code generation also uses a top-down approach. It is triggered from the
Simulink code generation to create the code for a SimulinkMachine which is referenced by a
SimulinkFile. The Stateflow code generation does not create a new file, but stores all con-
tents in the same file that is also used by the Simulink code generation. Starting with a
SimulinkMachine, the Stateflow code generation creates source code for all charts residing
in the SimulinkMachine. For every chart, it generates all directly contained states, embed-
ded functions, events, transitions and data elements. For every state, it recursively creates all
contained states, transitions, events and data elements.
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For most of these elements in the EMF-Model, the code generation performs only the cre-
ation of a single section in the Stateflow file format. Special handling is only needed for initial
states and embedded functions.

In the EMF-Model, a state is defined to be initial via a boolean attribute. A state in the file
format does not have a simple attribute, but needs to have a special transition. This transition
is defined to reference no source, but include a source position, and to reference the designated
state as a target. In Stateflow, such a transition is called a default transition. For every initial
state, the code generation needs to create a default transition.

Another aspect is the creation of embedded functions. In the EMF-Model, an Embedded-
Function is a dedicated element that stores the code of the function. In the file format, an em-
bedded function is represented as an ordinary state. The state is marked by a special type pa-
rameter of the value FUNC_STATE and contains the code of the function in a script parameter.
The arguments of the function have to be explicitly defined as incoming and outgoing Data
elements of that state. Listing 4.15 shows an example of the source code for a Embedded-
Function. The state contains the signature of the function as labelString parameter as well as
the function by itself in the script parameter. Both input and output arguments are represented
as dedicated data sections.

s t a t e {
i d 9
c h a r t 3
t a g " i d =_S5dssFZ6EeKDtqhhpt4lXA "
t r e e N o d e [3 0 0 0]
l a b e l S t r i n g " o u t = t e s t ( i n ) "
t y p e FUNC_STATE
d e c o m p o s i t i o n CLUSTER_STATE
f i r s t D a t a 10
p o s i t i o n [ 1 1 1 . 2 4 0 0 0 5 1 .3589993 5 4 . 0 3 6 . 0 ]
eml {

isEML 1
s c r i p t " f u n c t i o n o u t = t e s t ( i n ) \ n o u t = i n ; "

}
}
data {

i d 10
name " i n "
t a g " i d =_z6VFkFZ6EeKDtqhhpt4lXA "
l inkNode [9 0 11]
machine 2
da taType " do ub l e "
scope FUNCTION_INPUT_DATA
props {
}

}
data {

i d 11
name " o u t "
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t a g " i d =_29DPsVZ6EeKDtqhhpt4lXA "
l inkNode [9 10 0]
machine 2
da taType " do ub l e "
scope FUNCTION_OUTPUT_DATA
props {
}

}

Listing 4.15: Embedded Function

The labelString parameter is a very important parameter for states and transitions. In the
EMF-Model, states and transitions reference a set of actions, states have names, and transitions
guards. In the Stateflow file format, all of these attributes are aggregated in the labelString
parameter.
name
entry : e n t r y A c t i o n s
during : d u r i n g A c t i o n s
e x i t : e x i t A c t i o n s

Listing 4.16: labelString State

For a state, the labelString parameter is defined by the template shown in Lst. 4.16. The first
part is the name of the state. In a new line, a set of actions follow the keyword entry. These
actions are executed as soon as the state is activated and may span multiple lines. In the same
manner, the during keyword defines a set of actions which are executed on every simulation
step and the exit keyword defines a set of actions which are executed when the state is going
to be deactivated. If there are no actions for a specific keyword it can be omitted. The code
generation concatenates the referenced entry, during, and exit actions of a state to a single
string and creates a single lined labelString parameter by replacing all newline characters by
the string “\n”.
event [ c o n d i t i o n ] { c o n d i t i o n _ a c t i o n } / t r a n s i t i o n _ a c t i o n

Listing 4.17: labelString Transition

For a transition, the labelString parameter has different syntax and semantics. Listing 4.17
presents the syntax of the parameter. The first part is the name of an event which needs to
be active for the transition to trigger. Then, a condition follows which needs to evaluate to
true for the transition to trigger. Enclosed in curly brackets a set of actions follows which are
executed as soon as the condition has evaluated to true. At last follows a list of actions which
are executed as soon as the transition fires. The Lst. 4.17 is written in a single line and it is also
important that the labelString parameter of a transition does not contain a new line; neither in
the form of a newline nor a “\n” string. The code generation concatenates all guards of a
transition to a single condition by connecting them with the logical and operator. All actions
are concatenated to a single condition_action, while the transition_action is not used.





Chapter 5

Related Work

In this paper, we provide an integration of our modeling method MECHATRONICUML
with MATLAB/Simulink that supports the specification and simulation of mechatronic sys-
tems. Related work to our approach stems from two areas of research. First, we investi-
gate other approaches that provide a high-level modeling, e.g., based on UML [Gro10b] or
SysML [Gro10a], and integrate their approaches with MATLAB/Simulink (see Sect. 5.1).
Second, we review other tools supporting the holistic development of mechatronic systems.
These can be seen as an alternative to using MATLAB/Simulink (see Sect. 5.2).

5.1 Integrating MATLAB/Simulink with Higher-Level
Modeling

Vanderperren and Dehaene [VD06] discuss two general approaches for coupling higher-level
modeling with UML or SysML with MATLAB/Simulink. The first one is co-simulation where
the Simulink simulator and a simulator for the UML model run in parallel and synchronize
after each simulation step. The second one is generating C++ code for both models and inte-
grate them on the code level. However, they do not describe how the different semantics of
both models integrate.

The approach by Hooman et al. [HMP04] follows the first approach mentioned by Van-
derperren and Dehaene. They coupled IBM Rational Rose Real-Time, which implements
the concepts of ROOM [SGW94], and MATLAB/Simulink to perform co-simulation of a
discipline-spanning model of an embedded device specified using the two tools. They imple-
mented an integration tool called MCT (Multidisciplinary Coupling Tool) which synchronizes
the two simulators after every simulation step and realizes the time synchronization and data
exchange.

The approach by Farkas et al. [FNH09] follows the second approach mentioned by Van-
derperren and Dehaene. It provides a development approach for automotive software with a
special focus on legacy integration. They use a UML model as a so-called master model that
defines the system architecture. It references all other models using special stereotypes. For
assembling the final code, they generate C-Code from all models and assemble it on the code
level.
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We follow a third approach, namely transforming the MechatronicUML model into a
Simulink and Stateflow model which makes the task of integrating simulators superfluous.
Several recent approaches [SST+08, BST10, FdCB+11] follow the same general idea. Biehl
et al. [BST10] build their system architecture using EAST-ADL [CFJ+10] and transform
this model into an intermediate EMF model representing the Simulink file structure using
ATL [JABK08]. Then, they open the EMF model in MATLAB and create the Simulink model
using the MATLAB API. In [SST+08], Sjöstedt et al. perform the integration the other way
round. They parse a Simulink model into the EMF model and translate it into a UML compos-
ite structure using ATL. Each of the resulting classes has an activity diagram specifying the
execution order of the Simulink blocks in the corresponding subsystem. In [FdCB+11], Foss
et al. use UML deployment diagrams for specifying the architecture and scheduling of a mul-
tiprocessor system-on-chip. They use sequence diagrams for modeling the control and data
flow through the system. The UML model is automatically transformed into a Simulink model
using a graph grammar specified in GROOVE [Ren08]. All of the approaches have in com-
mon that they do not consider state-based behavior models or asynchronous message-based
communication.

The medini UML to Simulink tool1 supports a bidirectional model synchronization between
a UML structure models and Simulink block diagrams. Although the product claims to support
behavior models, there is no support for real-time properties of the behavior or asynchronous
message-based communication.

5.2 Holistic Development of Mechatronic Systems

In this section, we discuss other approaches targeting the holistic development and simulation
of mechatronic systems.

Dymola2 is a competitor of MATLAB with respect to holistic simulation of mechatronic
systems. Dymola supports the simulation of models specified in the object-oriented Model-
ica language [Fri04]. We are currently working on an export to Dymola/Modelica providing
similar features as the transformation to MATLAB introduced in this paper [PSR+12]. We
already extended Dymola/Modelica by a library for supporting message-based communica-
tion [PDS+12] which is also not natively supported by Modelica.

In addition to Dymola, we also supported an integration of models specified in MECHA-
TRONICUML with CAMeL-View3 [BGH+07]. In this case, we used a C++ code gener-
ation to obtain executable code for the MECHATRONICUML model which was then used
for simulaton in CAMeL-View. That approach, however, makes it hard to debug errors be-
cause they need to be analyzed on code level rather than on model level as in MATLAB.
We also provided an integration of modeling concepts of MECHATRONICUML in CAMeL-

1http://www.ikv.de/index.php/de/products/system-engineering
2Dymola website: http://www.3ds.com/de/products/catia/portfolio/dymola
3CAMeL-View website: http://www.ixtronics.com/ix_hist/English/CAMeLView.htm

http://www.ikv.de/index.php/de/products/system-engineering
http://www.3ds.com/de/products/catia/portfolio/dymola
http://www.ixtronics.com/ix_hist/English/CAMeLView.htm
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View [THB+10, BGSH11], however, without supporting formal analysis that is available when
using MECHATRONICUML directly.

ASCET4 is a commercial tool for the development of embedded software, especially of au-
tomotive software. ASCET provides simulation and production code generation and there ex-
ist academic approaches supporting formal verification of ASCET models [DSW+03]. How-
ever, ASCET, like MATLAB, does not support message-based communication natively.

SCADE5 is a commercial tool targeting the development of embedded software for railway,
aerospace, and defense systems. SCADE supports simulation and production code generation
for models with discrete and quasi-continuous software. The SCADE suite design verifier
adds the capability of formal verification. Like the previous approaches, SCADE provides
no native support for message-based communication rendering the formal verification of such
behavior inefficient due to the necessary workarounds.

CHARON6 is a high-level modeling language and design environment for embedded sys-
tems [ADE+01]. It support modeling discrete as well as continuous software for embedded
systems. CHARON provides a formally defined semantics, formal verification of the hybrid
behavior specification, and simulation capabilities [HL02]. In contrast to MATLAB, how-
ever, CHARON did not provide production code generation facilities as they are available for
MATLAB and Dymola. It was developed in an academic project and its development was
discontinued in 2003.

Masaccio [HMP01] is a high-level modeling language for systems with discrete and con-
tinuous software with the focus on formal verification against requirements. Giotto [Hor03]
is a high-level programming language with the focus on schedulability analysis against re-
sources. Giotto programs can be synthesized from Masaccio models. Giotto can be compiled
to a given platform to be executed on a virtual machine. The approach, however, does not of-
fer the simulation and production code generation capabilities of MATLAB and is no longer
actively developed.

SysML [Gro10a] is the Systems Modeling Language and has been released as a standard
for systems engineering by the OMG. SysML only provides the definition of a modeling lan-
guage and, consequently, offers no tool support or simulation capabilities. Consequently,
SysML could only serve as a substitute for MECHATRONICUML as the the source of the
transformation, but lacks in a precise semantics and support for formal verification which are
essential parts of MECHATRONICUML.

4ASCET website: http://www.etas.com/en/products/ascet_software_products.php
5SCADE website: http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/
6CHARON website: http://rtg.cis.upenn.edu/mobies/charon/index.html

http://www.etas.com/en/products/ascet_software_products.php
http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/
http://rtg.cis.upenn.edu/mobies/charon/index.html




Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an automatic model transformation of MECHATRONICUML mod-
els into MATLAB/Simulink and Stateflow models. MECHATRONICUML supports the de-
velopment of discrete software for mechatronic systems, especially the message-based com-
munication software. In our transformation, we transform the software architecture, which
is defined by component diagrams in MECHATRONICUML, into Simulink block diagrams.
The Real-Time Statecharts that define the behavior of components in MECHATRONICUML
are transformed into Stateflow charts. Our transformation explicitly generates workarounds
in MATLAB that add the ability to simulate message-based communication which is not na-
tively supported by Simulink and Stateflow. The transformation covers most parts of the cur-
rent MECHATRONICUML language specification [BBB+12].

The provided model transformation enables developers of mechatronic systems to develop
the discrete communication software of such systems in MECHATRONICUML with the abil-
ity to use formal verification techniques. Such formal verification techniques allow to proof
the correctness of the specified behavior rather than just testing. With the model transfor-
mation introduced in this paper, we combine the strength of both, MECHATRONICUML and
MATLAB. Developers can exploit the sophisticated verification capabilities of MECHATRON-
ICUML without losing the ability of performing a holistic simulation of the mechatronic sys-
tem and using the MATLAB code generation facilities.

In future works, we plan to add support for run-time reconfiguration which has already been
developed for MECHATRONICUML [BGO06, EHH+13, HPB12]. Using run-time reconfigu-
ration, it is possible to change the component instance configuration of a system at run-time
by adding and removing component instances and ports as well as by adding and destroying
assemblies and delegations. Since Simulink models cannot be structurally changed during a
simulation run, we need to develop further workarounds for supporting run-time reconfigu-
ration. In addition, we plan to support quality of service properties of assemblies such that
we can simulate different kinds of connectors like cable connectors or wi-fi connectors. Such
connectors usually differ in transmission delay or reliability. In [PSR+12], Pohlmann et al.
introduced a code generation for MECHATRONICUML models that enables the generation of
functional mockup units based on the functional mockup interface (FMI/FMU support). Such
code may also be integrated into MATLAB/Simulink models. We plan to investigate whether
this approach can be integrated with our generation, e.g., for generating the Real-Time Stat-
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echarts directly into code. That includes an analysis how this affects simulation performance
and the ability of a developer to extend and debug the resulting model with the continuous
time models. Further, we plan to evaluate our export in an industrial project.
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